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p. o. E. in PIII8IIJ" Rqioos with Fnatl/ Bountf6ry 
by Mario N PioC'/uodi()_f'!~!!f!!!_ 
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To Carolioe Senes; witIJout whose CO.IJstlll1t support Md 
F-l21u8hle cniicism lois thesis would /Jot hJ1~"e bee/J wriu.e.IJ. 
The classical theory of P.D .E. in a bounded domain n c 
R2 has always presupposed some degree of smoothness for the 
boundary of 0 : the main theorems include it in their hypotheses. 
Hard analysis uses smoothness of the boundary of n at 
many stages in the solution of a P.D.E. problem posed on O. On 
the contraty, soft analysis--perhapsless precise, but sometimes 
more genera1- -uses the smoothness of the boundary much less: it 
takes general propetties of P.D.O.s and it works in an abstract 
space of operators .... But, when focusing on some of these 
properties--the theorem of Rellich, the theorem of extension of 
Sobolev ... --that smoothness of the boundary promptly appears as 
an itlevitable part of the hypotheses. 
The theorem of Rellich is one of the tools most used: in 
standard texts on elliptic P.D.E.s --such as that of Agmon--it is 
quoted at the very beginning; it is used at every stage of the theory 
of pertUrbation; it was used in order to solve classical problems like 
the distribution of eigenvalues of an elliptic P.D.O.lll, or the 
problem of the asymptotic behaviour of the scattering phase for 
exterior domains posed by Majda [2] and Kato [31; "' it is in the 
frontier between P.D .E. and functional analysis; and classical texts 
on functional analysis (e.g. [4]) dedicate whole chapters to it. 
There are several degrees of smothness (see below) of the 
boundary of n : a closed bou"nded curve ~n : C DO , Cl-extended 
(e.g. so as to include a square)., class C , cone property, segment 
1 
property; each more relaxed than the former. 
Subsequent proofs of the ~ theorem in P.D oEo relax more 
and more the conditions of smoothness used, making the theorem 
more general. 
However, all the conditions quoted above imply that an is 
of dimension 1 . 
We purpose to introduce the subject of PoD.E. in a planar 
region n whose boundary 00 is J1Qt of dimension 1 ,but an 
object of dimension d E (I, 2) . 
The objects of dimension d E (1, 2) we will be working 
with, will be constructed by iteration od-infioillUlJ of a process 2f 
replacement that is described thus: 
a segment is divided into n 
equal segments, and is replaced by a polygonal arc having the same 
end points as the given segment; this polygonal arc has N = n d 
segments of the same length as the n segments into which the 
original segment was divided. 
The process of replacement starti.ng from any segment, and 
its iteration od- i11finitlJJJ1 give rise to an object of Hausdorff 
dimension 
d = logN/logn ,as described in [51 • 
A well known example is the Koch sl}owflake--see figure 
(1)--: the process of replacement is iterated od-iJJfiJJJium 
simultaneously in all segments of an initial triangle, yielding a 
closed curve. 
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Figure 1 
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In general, we will consider a fractal curve ao as 
constructed in stages from an initial polygon, by successive 
iterations of the process of replacement carried out simultaneously 
in all segments of that polygon. 
However, since we will be doing analysis in the open Riion 
n whose boundary is the fraetal curve ao , we are more 
interested in considering W re~on n ilmf ~ bl1ilt iJ1 gages, as 
the union of regions 0 i , i E tJ , 
0 0 01 0 2 nP . c c ... c c ...• 
aaP is a polygon, such that the end points of any connected 
component of anP+l () anI' are points in an. 
For the Koch snowflake, 0°, 0 1 ,and 0 2 are seen in 
figure (1). 
We must restrict the process of replacement to those 
constructions which yield a closed curve 00 such that 0 is a 
connected open region: the theorem of Rellich, among others in 
P.D.E., is not valid without this r~ction. 
For similar reasons we must r~ct ourselves to bounded 
regions. 
We will prove the theorem of Rellich for regions 0, an a 
fracta! of dimension d E (1,2) ,by estimating the index r£(O) 
(see below), and exhibiting its (smooth) dependence on the 
dimension d . 
The proof will meander through the resolution of some little 
problems in P.D.E. in such regions a with fracta! boundary, 
giving a short list of techniques to work in analysis I in the interior 
of such a region 0 . 
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In the literatUre there are numerous countereXamples to the 
theorem of Rellieh: they are based on curves an which are not 
smooth at just one point; so that fraetal curves would seem 
naturally excluded ... ; Chapters 0 and 1 deal with the preliminaries 
and with those coun.terexamples. Chapter 2 still focusses on 
smoothness: a fraetal. curve is C I-extended or of class C at 112 
point, ... but it ~ have points which are vertices of cones 
contained in n , or end points of segments contained in n. We 
prove that the Haussdod d-mea.sure of the sets of all these 
"smooth" points is zero. Chapter 3 is entirely of a technical nature: 
it reduces the problem to simpler regions, simpler functions and 
other such simplifications. Chapter 4 proves the theorem of Rellich 
for a particular class of functions. Chapter 5 describes some types 
of foliations of n ; the leaves of the foHations have starting points 
in Int n t and end points in an: these foliations are our main. tool 
for doing analysis in Int 0 , ao being a fractal. Chapter 6 gives a 
connection between the size (in a sense defined below) of a level 
set of a function defined on n ( an either smooth or a fraetal) and 
the gradient of that function when restricted to its values under that 
level. Chapter 7 proves that, given a function \1 supported on n 
with fraetal boundary, there exists another function a , locally 
linear (in a sense defined below), with roughly the same support 
(see below), having bigger L 2 norm than U , but smaller gradient. 
In the same chapter we finish our proof of the theorem of Rellich. 
Finally, chapter 8 deals with the pathological case in which the 
dimension d = 2 , and proves some pertinent points about Osgood 
monsters. 
5 
ClJapter 0 
Some Nourioll: 
Throughout, n . nP• pE N • will always 
denote bounded connected ~ regions in Al. 
When we write QU smooth we mean: the curve ao is Cl 
extended (SO as to include sharp corners, as in the case of a square), 
or is of class C , or has the cone property , or has the segment 
property, in the sense specified in the following defUlitions : 
00 of class C: Given any p E 00 ,there exists an open 
neighbourhood U(p) of P ,a cartesian coordinate system (x, y) 
and a function fp in that system, such that 
00 n Up = { (x, tp(X» : XESp } 
where sp is an open segment, and fp is a real valued continuous 
function on the clausure of sp' 
n has the ~ property if there exists a f11lite cone c such 
that each point x E n is the vertex of a finite cone Cx contained 
in n and congruent to c (cx not necessarily obtained from c 
by parallel tranSlation, just by rigid motion). 
n has the segment property if for every x E ao , there 
exiss an open set U x and a non zero vector y x such that x e Ux ' 
and if z E (0 u aO) n Ux • then z+tyx EO, t E [0,11 • 
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Let { ~ liE" , ~ C R2 for i EN. 
We denote the disjojntynion of the sets~ , ieN , by 
We write 
)~. fei 
A = B + C ; A I B , C, sets in R2 , and 
we say that B and C are ll2l1 rampant I if 
a) Int.B :f; ~ , Int.C + ~ 
b) Int.B n Int.C = p$ 
c) ~ 2 (B n C) = 0 I where ~ 2 is the Lebesgue measure in 
2 - -lA ; B =cI.B ; C=cI.C • 
When we write A = B + C ; A c R2 , B c 1R2 ,ee 1A2 I 
it will be irrelevant for our purposes if they are open I closed I or 
neither. 
For example I the Koch snowflake can be regarded as the 
non-rampant union of triangles of decreasing size and similar 
shape. 
Next we will write any n , an a fractal curve , in a 
number of ways as a non rampant sum of subsets I just as the Koch 
snowflake as a sum of triangles. 
In what follows , we intend to give a terminology that 
answers the question: "where are we ,inside the region n ? " : 
we want to be able to refer to different regions inside n. ,e.g. the 
different triangles added to nP in order to build nP+1 in the 
Koch snowflake. 
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For any set AcFt • ~.A) will denote a connected 
compoQent 2f A. 
A tail Tl of ~1. is any 
cc ( n - c1.n 0 ) of maximal size; 
similarly. a tail TP of size p. P E tJ ,is any 
cc ( n - cl nP- 1 ) of maximal size. 
Notice that the tails decrease in size as the index pEN 
lJlcreases. 
For the Koch snowflake, with the nO shown in ftgu.re (1 ) 
we can write n as a non rampant sum. of nO and tii.H of ~ 
Size. 
ReIllark: 
Notice that, if we reduce the size of nO to a 
smaller one nO ' c nO for the Koch snowflake, as shown in figure 
(2), then we can write n as a non rampant sum. of nO' and six 
tails T 1 of size 1 only. 
In the general case we can always choose 
nO' c nO • such that 
o = 0°' + "'V T.t £,.. 1 , 
1 
where the Ti 1 are tails of size 1 and the sum is finite. 
The classical theorem of R elli ch states: 
If an is sufficiently smooth. then the inclusion 
8 
Figure 1 
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Figure 2 
Figure 3 
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Figure 4 
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is a compact operator. 
A word about the Sobolev spaces LkP will be said below. 
We will extend the theorem of Rellich to regions n . an a 
fracta1 curve. 
The decomposition into an initial body and tails of the same 
or different sizes stated above has the following motivation: 
The work of Amick (6) proves that the part of n that 
determines tbe validity oftbe theorem of Rellich, is the subregion 
very near the boundary an. In that sense, nO' or nO will be 
the safe subregion of n , and the tails of decreasing size will be tbe 
dangerous subregions of n near the boundary an . 
In fact, the first part of the work will be: to reduce the study 
of a general function, supported in all n , to the study of functions 
supported in ditIerent tails . 
. The Koch snowflake has all tails with the same shape, 
irrespective of their size. We refer to this property as d si mil_ 
m shape, irrespective of scale. 
Notice that, in the general case, we have a ftnite number of 
self similar possibJe shapes of tails. This finite number depends on 
the particular fraetal an. 
In what follows, we list the types of countereixamples to the 
ReUich theorem common in the literature; that is, the types of 
11 
regions n for which the Rellich theorem is not true, and show that 
the self similarity of shape irrespective of scale. just referred to, 
sharply separates our regions 0 , an a fraetal. from all those 
counterexamples. 
Let us recall that the (classical) theorem ofRellich establishes 
a sufficient condition (the smoothness of an ) for the compactness 
of the inclusion 
Amick [61 has proved an equivalent condition for that 
compactness: 
Tbe«e11l: Let n be a bounded region in R2. Then 
L1
2(O) et L2(O) 
is compact if and only if 
r~n) -? 0 , when £-? 0 
where r~n) = 
The appareJlt necessity of the conctition of smoothness on an 
is seen by Edmunds with a counterexample introduced by Amick : 
(61, that has become known as "rooms and passages" in the 
literature. 
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We now sketch how Amick's counterexample worts: 
AJ shown in figure (3), the region 0 is a non rampant union 
of square rooms and narrow passages joining the rooms. The 
length of the side of room Ri equals the length of the passage 
Pi-to The rooms (and passages) decrease in size, and are inftnite in 
number. 
If the length of the passage Pi is Tl i ' then the width of the 
passage Pi is (ll i+l)3+o • 0. ~ 0 : where 
1im ni = 0 
i-+ 00 
For c> 0 arbitrary, let ietJ be such that Tl i < £. and choose 
2 Ui E Lt (0) 
such that 
u·.l inR· 1 1 
and u i goes linearly from 1 to 0 along the passages Pi -t and 
Pi . 
Denote by Q£cu) the quotient in the definition of r£cO) . 
Notice that 
a) Q~u) s 1 for every u e L12(O) ; u ~ 0 
and b) re ~ 1 for every £ > 0 . 
In order to estimate <f(U) for our function U i ' notice that 
II uf = II uf 
n 
and that 
13 
can be approximated by 
II u~ 
Rt 
by neglecting terms of order higher than nl ' 
and that 
2 
sopp grad U i - Pj - 1 U Pi . 
Then 
Hence, by choosing a convenient relationship between 11 i 
and 11 i + 1 • and a convenient value of (l , we see that, as 11 i ~ 0 
(i.e. as t ~ 0) we can obtain an arbitrary value of r~n) between 
1/2 and 1, includiogl r 
Mazya 181 deals with similar types of regions n . as seen in 
ftg\lte (4). they are rooms of different decreasing size, adjoined by 
passages to a larger room. 
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The alteration in the shape of passages, as these become 
smaller and smaller, plays the same fundamental role as in Amick's 
work. 
RefetTing to the "ubiquitous rooms-and -passages" I Edmunds 
171 comments that the boundaries of these counterexample regions 
are of class C everywhere except in QJle single point: the point of 
accumulation of the different rooms. 
Notice that, if an is a fraetal, then ao is not of class C 
even for One pojm. 
Nevertheless, the property of rooms and passages that allows 
r£( n ) ~ 0 as £ ~ 0 
is a dramatic alteration in the shape of the passages--i.e. the 
proportion of their width vis a vis their le.o.gtb--when reducing 
their size. 
The property of self similarity of shape, irrespective of size, 
that we formulated for our n . 00 a fractal curve, sharply 
separates our regions from the counterexamples to Re1lich IS 
theorem known in literature. 
A word now on the Sobolev spaces quoted in the Rellich 
theorem: when discussin the theorem of Rellich, different authors 
work with (apparently) different Sobolev spaces: Hmi p(o) , 
Wm, p(O) , 4P(0) I Wpk, Lpk ... 
These spaces may be defined in a quite different way, e.g. : 
If n is an arbitrary domain, then 
Hmi p. the completion of { U E Cm(n) I I u n m, P < 00 } 
15 
with respect to the norm I. I m. p • 
whereas 
Wm·p(O) • {u e LP(O) IDo(u) E LP(O) for 0 ~ I ex I ~ m} • 
where DO(u) is the weak (or distributio.nal) partial derivative; and 
lu Im.p = { ') I DOul~(n) }IIP . o~rfi1~m 
But Meyers and Senin [9] have proved that the last two spaces 
are equal, ... we will use the oldest notation: L12(O). and we will 
understand it to be the completion of C 1(0) functions with respect 
to the L It. 2 . 
16 
AppeJldix ro CIJIIfNIJr 0 
It is perhaps interesting to notice that there exist other types 
of coWlterexamples to Rellich '5 Theorem which are not of the 
"rooms and passages" type. 
The region n in figure (1) is an infinite sequence of 
disjoint sets Sf of decreasing size, non-rampantly added to a big 
square room II of side A> 2 . 
The sets S, have only one accumulation point in all . 
Each set S, is the non -rampant sum of t big square 
rooms R if and t small square rooms r1j. 
The big rooms alternate with the small ones. 
The length of the side of ,Nlf is A I, = A', / i
2 for i ~ 2 ; 
AI, = l/j . 
The length of the side of the smaller room rlj is 
ai, = A 1,/ (i+l)3 for i ~ 1 . 
Then. 
A~ { 1+)' ! + 3 } ~ 2 A~ = 2! DO ~oo 1 
J f;tf i2 1= (i + 1) J t 
17 
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Let (> 0 be arbitrary. Then, choosing j such that 
III < (/2 
'We have Sj C n~ . 
Choose now a function U E L 21 (0) such that: 
1 - D 1 : Uj !! 111.11. j , 
in ~i , and 
-5 • J -1 ~ goes linea-ly from -5 
J 
t -(i+l) 
to -5 
J 
Then 
Inequality (~) implies that we can approximate 
JJ~ by JJ~ 
Sj R.t 
J 
by neglecting terms of order higher than (A l)2 . 
Also notice that 
Therefore, 
19 
JJ 12 (!]2 
RI f 
cJ(U) = j = --=--
j JJ 12 ·s [.!.]2 [.!.]2 1 
+1!S f +"'i R~ J 1 
J 
1 -+ 1 
1 
1+-:-
1 
when j -+ 00 • 
Therefore 
an.d then 
~(n) ~ 1 when £ ~ 0 . 
This last example can be called 11 rooms and rooms ". The 
next one can. be called " passages and passages" : 
As seen in figure (2) we adjoin disjoint passages Pt of 
width "', ,non rampantly to a large square room R of side of 
length A . 
~~o whenj~oo 
the length of all passages is 1 . 
co 
)' w.<A ; f=tJ 
Given c > 0 ,arbitrary, choose j E H such that 
20 
e 
"'j < £ I then P j en. 
Now choose 
such that 
suppu, c P, ' 
and U j goes linearly from. one to zero along the passage P, . 
As before we have: 
then: 
1 
w.Jidx 
J 0 
Cl(Uj ) = '"-':1:-----
,-Jrdx+ e w. 
o J 
1 
-
3 1 
- - -1 4 
-+1 3 
Therefore r(O) does not tend to zero when (~O . 
As in the case of rooms and passages already described, the 
fundamental alteration of proportions obtained with a change of 
scale plays the same crucial role in tbese other examples. 
We will see in Chapter 4 a more precise way of separating all 
these cases from our n, an a fmetal curve. 
21 
In this section we show bow natural is the concept of 
extending the tbeorem of Rellicb for regions n, an a fracta1 
curve. 
NOlIIli01l : 
We will work many times witb estimates of the type 
Cl B ~ A ~ CZ B, 
+ + A ER, B ER, c,>o , C2>O, 
wbere Cl and ~ are either absolute constants or constants 
depending solely on n. We denote the inequality above by the 
• 
expression 
From now on, the generic letter c will denote any constant, 
either absolute or depending solely on o. 
Let us recall that 
wbere 
r~n) =SUp (jiU) 
UE~(n) 
u;iO 
22 
It has been proved [l0) that, for an sufficiently smooth we 
have: 
(1) 
On the other hand, if we choose a constant function 
u.c, 
then 
If an is Cl smooth and C is small enough, then 
~2 (nE) ..." ~l (00) ( (2) 
therefore 
and 
rC(o) = sup QC(U) ~ c(0) £ 
UE~(O) 
U;lO 
23 
Therefore, the estimates (1) and (2) imply 
re (0) ..... ( 
Hence, in order to calculate re (n) I wbere ao is a fraaal, 
it becomes necessary to e:Aimate first 112 (Oe). 
Notice that, in estimate (2) we are given the dependence of 
112(ne) both on ( and on an. 
Now we will extend estimate (2) together with these 
dependences to the case in which ao is a fractal curve. 
In order to specify the dependence on an we choose the 
subset of ao generated by 2lle single segment of aoo ; i.e. the 
part of an obtained by the iteration of the (n,N) process taki ng 
place in only one segment s of ano • 
Let II be the length of that segment s; for simplicity let us 
assume II < 1 , and let ne s denote the corresponding subset of 
ne associated with the segment s. 
Le11l1ll8 : 
If «!l, then 
Note: 
The lemma implies 
112( ne) ..... l1d( an) (2-d (3) 
and is an extension of ~mation (2) ,obtained from (3) by 
setting d = 1. 
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Notice also the dimensionaJity of the exponents in the 
product Il d f. 2-d : their sum is exactly 2. 
Proof: 
Let 0 < £ < 1 . We begin by showing it suffices to 
prove the lemma for E;;;; Il/nP • So suppose the lemma proved for 
( = tJ/ nP ; for every p E tJ . Given (> 0 ,choose pEN such 
that 
Then 
whence 
It remains only to prove the lemma for 
( = 1l11l , P E tJ . 
~ow, there exi~ q E t.J such that 
1/nq•1 ~ l:l ~ l/nq • 
We reduce this general case to the particular one in which 
tJ = I/nq 
by following the method above. 
25 
Let then 
II = l/nq , £ = ll/nP = l/rI.q . 
Let us suppose the result proved for 
(nP S)e • 
By neglecting subsets whose measure is of higher order than £2-dfld 
we can. write Oe S as a non rampant sum of (nP S)e and tails of 
decreasing size: 
ne s = (Op S)e + 
NP N'NP N,2Np 
+ ~ ~'1 + ~ (2 + ~ 1;',3 + ... 
where N' < n. 
In the case of the Koch snowflake we have: 
N'=2 N=4 n=3. , I 
Then 
112(ne s) = ~2 ( (OP s)e ] + 
}/ co 
+ ~ 112(Tr) + ~ 
Now 
therefore 
26 
where 
00 
eN' <Mrf·I)2 + c ~ <N)'"' N' <Mrf·I)2 = 
00 t 
C 62 ~ 1/n2p l1/n2 + 11N' ') (N) ) = f=1 n2t 
c 6d 62-d ndp 1/n2P K = 
C 6d (6/rf)2-d K = C 6 d C2-d K 
is bigger than 1/ n2 and smaller than 
OON 
uti + 11N' ~ til 
which is flllite, since N < n2 • 
We only have to prove 
112 [(~p s)f.) A.I lld (2-d 
and this is immediate : 
if £ = 6/rf = l/rI.o. then, each segment of anP s has 
length equal to ll/nP = l/rI.o. = ( .• hence. the contribution of ~ 
27 
of these segments to the area of (Op s)e is c £2 : where c = C(O) 
can have at mos N different values ; therefore 
112 [ (Op S)f. ) - NP £2 = 
ndp ndp 1 2 -d 1 d 
2p 2q = 2p (2-d)q dq = ( ~ rf) (~) = £2-d lld , q.e.d. 
nn nn n n n 
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C1J6pter // 
In the first proofs of the classical theorem of Rellich, and of 
other theorems in analysis, the condition of smoothness for the . 
boundary an of the bounded region 0 was Cl . 
That condition is satisfied by fractal curves at no point 
whatsoever; neither is condition class C. 
Subsequent proofs slightly relaxed, sometimes, this Cl 
condition on an ,for different theorems, down to elass C, the 
cone property or the segment property. 
Now, we can certainly find many points in a fraetal curve 
an each one being the vertex of a cone contained in 0 • and 
many more points which are the end points of a segment contained 
in O. 
However, we will prove that these points in an constitute a 
set of Hausdorff d-measure zero. 
ReJJllU'k J: 
Notice that the (n, N) process of replacement, 
iterated JJd infinitum, implies the existence. in ao ,of horns with 
an infinity of turns. See figure (1) for the Koch snowflake. 
These horns are dense in an . 
Let P = {XEaO / an meets some neighbourhood of x in a Cl curve} 
29 
o 
Figure .1 
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Q = { le E an / 3 C9(X) en, e E (0,211) } 
R = { X E an / 3 s p(x) en, p > 0 } 
where ca (x) is a ftnite cone with VerteX x and angle e : and 
s p(x) is a segment with endpoint x and length p . 
We have: P c Qc R . 
Denote: P = an - P ; Cl = an - Q ; ~ = an - R ; 
we have, then: P:l ~ :l ~ ; and 
11 d(an) = 11 d(p) ~ I1d(~) ~ P.d(A) 
TlJeoreJll : 
l1d(R) = 11 d(an) 
Proof : 
If RP = {x E an/13 SP(x) c n} 
then ~ = lim inf RP when p~ 0 . 
Therefore 
11 d(AP) ~ I1d(A) wben p ~ 0 • 
Hence it is enough to prove that 
I1
d(AP) = Ild(aO) for every p> 0 . 
Let us recall that 'rP is a tail of size p, P E tJ . 
Given p ,choose pEN so big as to ensure 
diam (rrP) < p/2 . 
For each segment st can' :; 111( st) = lIt! 
k E { 1 l, ... : .. ,}! } 
we consider the anP+i associated with it -i.e.obtained by 
31 
iterating the (n,N) process i times in S 0/ , i eN, and we 
denote it by aokP+i • 
Because of remark (1) , there exists an i e tJ and a segment 
"tt C a!lptt 1( ~tt 1 
"\:0 k ~ "\:0) = rftt 
such that there is no 
with the property : 
We can f111d this 
.(.;~t C aqtt 
by searching for it deep enough inside a horn in ankp+j , j eN. 
For instance, for the Koch snowflake, as seen in figure (2) we 
have i = 3 ; in an kP+3 there appear 2 such segments that can be 
choosen to be S 1: 0 p+3 ; of length 1/ npt3 ; and, if 
x E .f.:~3 
then any SP(x) is llQt contained in n . 
Remark 2 : 
Because of the regularity of the (n,N) process, 
this integer i can be choosen independently of the particular 
choice of s: , k E { 1.2 •... ,}f} . 
32 
1 
nP 
Figure 2 
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Deoote tha pa"t of an ~~ with .f:~t _ i.e. 
ootainoo by i~ the (n,N) Jl-oces5 a:I iofinillll11in .s:;~t _ 
by a=:~tn. 
Wehave: 
R_) ~p.' c If and 
, Uk;O I 
IId(apn) ~) Ild(a:;~') = r- ~ 
Let us take now M3 other segment 
.(;jt:f ~;~t j E { 1,2, ... ,}f } 
coP· t c ;v)P.t • IIl( coP· t ) = ..!.. 
"'\;j " .. it ' r- 't;j rf.t 
and consider the part of (}Op+2i associated with it, that is, consider 
.:lO p+2i 
fJ k;j • 
Because of remark (2) there is at least one segment 
coP.2i • iVlP•2t • 
"'\:"0 in v .. ~,. , 
.J. .J 
1( ~.2' ) 1 11 "t:j :0 = rf.2t 
such tha, if X E ~':~ot ,then th<re is no itX) oontainoo 
. n· .J. m . 
On the corresponding associated part of an , we know: 
b1) o:;·.~~ n c If I and 
J II d (apn) 
b) 11 d(~P.2' n) = r- k 2 r- Uk:j :O '1'1' 
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Notice that this process takes place for Ni - 1 values of j, 
that is : we have Ni - 1 of such sets 
sets 
,1.:2\ n elf k:j:O 
If we iterate the process once more we will obtain Ni - 1 
ap•3\ n k ' "1'0 
• J. • 
for each of the Ni - 1 values of j ju~ referred to, that is : we 
will obtain (N i_I yr- sets 
ap•3\ n k ' "1'0 
• J. • 
contained in RP and of d-measure 
and so on ... 
Using equalities at) , bz) , and the last remark, we can now 
calculate ~d( RP n ~/n ): 
Ild( If n ~ n ) ~ ~ Ild <J n) (N' -1tl 
d 1 N-l N-12 =~ (~n) N' ( 1 + N' +{ N' } + ... ) 
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= I1d ( akP 0) . 
Therefore: 
I1d(AP n a: 0) = 11 d(a:o) 
and since this is true for all k e { 1,2, ... ,}f} we have fmally: 
I1d(AP) = I1d(an) q.e.d. 
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The next result will help in clarifying the role of 
11 i 
n 
in the denominator of 
q(u) = 11 ' gra.fu 
n 
which I for functions u supported on the danierous part ne (i.e. 
near the non-smooth fracta1 boundary), is exactly the quotient 
lul~2 
Ignd UI~2 
: used for so many purposes in a diversity of problems in Analysis. 
We will ftnd a connection betWeen our Qe and the 
"classical" Qe : more specifically, we will write n as a non-
rampant sum of a main body n° . and a finite number llo of tails 
37 
T· and we will reduce the general case of a function 
1 ' 
u E ~(n) 
to the case of 
110 
U'E ~(6;~) , 
and we will show in later chapters, that for such fUnctions u' , it is 
enough to work with Ql(U) instead of Qe(U) ,in order to obtain 
our results. 
We need: 
Lelll.J1ll1 : 
Let (x,y) H (u,v) be a 1:1 continuous mapping 
of the region n onto itself; an is mapped onto itself; the 
jacobian of the transformation is bounded below away from zero, 
all coefficients in the matrix jacobian are bounded in absolute 
value. 
Let 
f E ~ (0), and let f( u,v) 
be the transformed function. 
Then 
grwf f - grJ f , 
the constants of propOttionality depending on the given mapping. 
Proof. : It is quite straightforward. We have: 
------J~ =+ 
groof = Jgndf , 
where J is the matrix jacobian of the mapping. 
The boundedness of the coefficientS J implies 
38 
-~~ =+ I gnd f I ~ c I gnd f I . tha is 
gnJI~cgnJf . 
The boundedness away from zero of the jacobian. plus the 
boundedness of the coefficients of J . imply both the invertedness 
of J and the boundedness of the coefficients of 1-1 , whence 
graf f ~ cgraf I , q. e. d. 
Now we can prove: 
Tbeorem : 
Let us write n as a non rampant sum of a main 
body n° and a finite number of tails Tt t = Tt of size 1 : 
no 
O=oo+6;Tj 
Let the size of n be normalized so that 1l1( Tt n nJ = 1 . 
Then, there exists a constant c = C (0) such that, for any 
u E L21( n ) , there exists u' e L21( 0) ; 
and Qe( U ) ~ C Qe( u') 
Proof : 
. 
Consider, in. each tail Tt, a strip St C Tt as shown 
in figure (1) for the case of the Koch snowflake. 
The width of each ~ will be called !l • and is a number 
independent of the index i. In figure (1 )(b). !l has been chosen 
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\/ 
T 
1I3·sin60· 
1 
to be tIn' sin GOD. 
The number fl must fulfill the following requirement : 
Do 
If ~ = nf n { 6; (11 -s.)} . then 
J.l2( At) > 1/2 J.l2 (ne) . that is nt - At is 
smaUerthan At . 
Let vt E L21 (0) • supp vt = Tt. be such that: 
vt • 1 in Tt - ~ ,and v t goes linearly from one to 
zero in the strip ~ . 
Next, let v E L21 (0) be supported in 
Do 
6;11 · 
defined thus: v = v t in each Tt • 
Now I let u be ~ function in L 21 (0) . 
If JJJ>~JJu2. 
nE _AE nE 
then there is a continuous one to one transformation of n onto n I 
00 onto an I such that the jacobian satisfies the hypotheses of our 
lemma, which also mapps ne onto itself, and ne - Ae into Ae 
(because of our requirement on the value of fl ). There are many 
ways of effecting this transformation, but a kind of ':rotation" of 
o P onto itself with p=2 ,Shjftiq (02 t (and n.:. 0 2 being 
transformed onto itself in the natural way) of the type indicated in 
flgure (2) will do : it merely shifts the position of ne . 
If a is the induced function, then by our lemma 
41 
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There is no need to distinguish 
notatfonally between · Q' and a 
plecewbe linear approximation to ft. 
Figure 2 
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Q! ( 0. ) ,.., r! ( u) • and 
If U2 ~ <; If J ~ et ~ If J > Cz If u 2 
~ d-t d ~ 
'Where Cl and ~ depend only on the value of /) (and, therefore, 
on the mapping n ~ n ) and llQt on the function u . 
We may then assume that always 
Let us 'Write 
Knowing that, on Ae ,the value of v is 1, 'We then have: 
Also, 
43 
~~!llf+u!+~ 
, 
(2') 
Now let us focus on ~ tail Tt; and let us def1lle the J.2gl 
cartesian coordinates (5<,9) , where x is parallel to the segment 
aT, n an° I as shown in figure (3) for the Koch snowflake. 
Therefore, for a.e. (x,9) E Tt we have: 
(U,2 = i -cl- = i v: ~ rl ( a) ; 
~ = (uv) = u v· + U v· I -x, 'x 
but Vi is ZErO, then 
x 
(..y2 = u! Vi2 ~ u! (since Vi ~ 1) (b) 
Finally, 
u_ = (u v) = a_ v~ + U v· ; 
I . Y. -y 1 .1y 1 . 
but viy 1S aUuI" MO (m Ti - Si ) • oc !!l (m Si)' 
therefore 
From (a), (b), and (c), we have that there exists a constant c, 
depending ~ on the value of fl, such that 
II (u't + (~)2 + (U~)2 ~ c JJ If + ~ + ~ ; (c = 2 + ~ ) 
Tt Tt 
44 
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and then (2') can be rewritten as 
no . 
U 11 + U gnJu~! ~ U (u''/ +(U~)2 +(li./ 
, 
From (1) and (2) we finally obtain 
(j(u) '5. C (j(U) , whEre C = C (0) only q.e.d. 
Therefore. we are reduced to proving 
(j (u) '5. C (-d 
when u' is supported on a [mite number of tails. 
We will prove that for such fun.ctions u' we have 
Cl ( u') S C r.2-d 
and, since 
our result will follow . 
Another simplification: Since LI
2(n) is the completion. in 
L? norm, of C1(n) ; we can see that, in order to prove 
. 
Cl ( u ) '5. C r.2-d 
for u e L?(n) I it is enough to prove it for functions in 
LI
2(0)nC 1(0). Moreover. the same simplification applies when 
proving ~ of the results in the chapters that follow, since those 
46 
results refer to norms of functions in L?(O). Hence. througholtt. 
when referring to a function in L ?(O) • we will understand it to 
be in el(O) as well. 
Notice that we can further restrict ollrSelves to positive 
functions. 
The case analyzed above deals only with tails that are non 
rampant sums of self si milar sets of decreasing size. A glance at 
ftgure (4) shows the possible existence of some tails,like the 
At Bt et ones in that example, having their biggest triangle of 
different shape than all the others of decreasing size--i.e. 
~ ~ 
4SO, 4SO ,9(f ~ opposOO to (I:f, ({f, (I] 
We will call such a tail an irre.plar one. 
However, this regularity does not introduce any fundamental 
difference in treatment vis-a-vis the case of a regular tail, since 
there is only QM ~ with shape not self-similar to all the others of 
decreasing size; still, for the sake of completeness. we have to deal 
with such cases. 
The chapters that follow prove theorems for regular tails. 
One way of including the irregular ones is to write a little 
corollary at the end of ~ chapter, slightly modifying the 
argument in ord~ to include that ~ set of shape not similar to the 
others. 
However, there is a quick way of reducing the case of an 
irregular tail to the case of a regular one: 
47 

Let us recall that the reasoning in the theorem takes us to the 
case in which u is supported on tails I and 
Let Tt I j e J , be the irregular tails, and Tt lie I , the 
regular ones. 
Is ? • 
A e () >. Tt A e () ~ Tj t.1 J-J 
If the answer is "yes", we proceed just as in the theorem : 
C1(u) 
. 
= 2 c OC(u) t wha-e'ij is 
supported only on the replar tails . 
If the answer is "no" I then the relevant part of 
49 
JJi 
nt 
is concentrated in the ilTegu1at tails, and, just as before in the 
theorem. we will shift the irregular tails. by means of a 
transformation ( whose jacobian satisfies the hypotheses of our 
lemma) ,into the regular oneS • and then proceed as before. 
In the case of the process of replacement of the type (n,N) = 
(3,4) ,as in the Koch snowflake, carried out in the four sides of a 
square. we can see. with just a glance at figure (4) • that a 
"rotation" of the type described in our theorem,will transform 
irregular tails At B t et in regular ones ex t pt yt • with the relevant 
set A tj being transformed onto A £i. But this case is not general. 
as an examination of the case depicted in figure (5) will 
immediately show. In that figure we can observe that there is n2 
~ in which any type of "rotation" of 0 2 onto 0 2 of the kind 
described above in our theorem. could ever cany the irregular tail 
ABC (whose boundary has m2 self-replicating sets of Hausdorff 
dimension d = 19 5 / Ig3 and size (1/3)d ) into the regular one 
ex~Yb (whose boundary has ~I such sets). 
Still, there is a general way in which we can map 0 onto 
n . an onto an ,with jacobian as in the lemma, and mapping 
the relevant parts A tj • j E J • into the A £i • i El. 
As in the former case, it will suffice to indicate the 
equiyalentof the already described relevant transformation of 0 2 
onto 0 2 (which will not be that "rotation" any more), or ~er, 
the equiyalent of that relevant transformation of ao2 onto an2 
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hD ~ 
-:which willllQt any more be a shifting of boundary as shown in 
ftgUre (2). 
The idea is shown. for two different cases. in pictures (6) and 
(7). 
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It follows a "rotation" as 
in Fig.2 
The purpose of this section is to prove the Rellich theorem 
for a certain class of functions supported in a tail T • namely: 
functions which are locally ruled. We will describe this class later 
on. 
We will construct now a piecewise linear foliation of T • 
such that the leaves of the foliation will be paths having initial 
points on the segment So = aT n an 0 ,and end points on an . 
We are going to co~ct these paths in stages, and at each 
~age the corresponding portions of the paths will be line segments. 
We will consider T as a rampant union of self similar 
regions of decreasing size: 
00 Noli 
T=~ + ~ G;~+2 
where each At is a cC( nP - OP-1) contained in the tail T ,and 
where No EN. No < N . 
As shown in figure (1) , for the Koch snowflake we have: 
No = 2 ,and the Ai are triangles of side l/JP • 
Let Us do f~ the foliation for the case of the Koch 
snowflake.: 
We start the paths at points in ~ and we first foliate A1 ,by 
mapping, l~early, the segment ~ in the two other segments of 
oA1 ,in. the way shown in figure (2) ,and we now join points of So 
55 
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with their images in the other two segments of Al . 
These segments are the first stage in the construction of the 
paths ( see figure (3) ). 
The second stage of the construction of the piecewise linear 
paths is as follows: 
We will foliate now the triangles At2 , i E { I, 2} ,in 
much the same way in which we foliated Al . 
The starting poittts of the new stage of the paths foliating At2 
will be the points of the segment S,1 = iJAt2 () oA1 • 
We map, linearly, the segments Si1 , i e { 1,2} in the 
other two segments of clA,2 ,and again join points of S,1 with 
their images in the other two segments of ~2 ,as shown in figure 
(4) . 
\ 
Notice that A,3 ,i E { 1, 4. 5, 8} have boundary in 
common with A1 (see figure (4». Hence, we can foliate these 
A;,3 in the same way as we did the At2 • 
The iteration of this process foliating A..3 ; i E { 2,3,6. 7 } 
. .. th 2 .JoA 2 3A 3 from swung p01J1tS Ul e segments St, k = u~ ~ n u.c~ ; 
i e { 2,3,6, 7} ; It e { 1,2} will complete the third stage 
in the constrUction of the paths. 
This process, iterated ad iIlfillirum ,will give us the 
piecewise linear foliation that we set out to construct. 
Let us consider now a triangle Ai ,and let ~P·l be the 
unique Av.q , q ~ p - 1 ; k e { 1.2, "" No ~} ; with boundary 
in common with Ai : and let us consider the segment 
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p-l _ .3 4_P A.p-l Si - 11£-'t n .. , . 
Therefore. as shown. in figure (5) I taking axes in the 
directions of si-I and the direction of the segments contained in 
the parts given in the foliation, we obtain a system of local 
~attesiancoordi.nates . 
Let us now construct an analogous piecewise linear foliation 
for the case in which 
Noli 
T =~ + )' 1(+2 f:6 
where the self similar t\P are convex pOlygons. 
Let us choose a certain convex shape, e.g. a pentagon. and 
show how the foliation is constructed. The general ease will follow 
immediately. 
Since the process that yields the foliation is identical for 
every At ,we will only show how it is done for Al . 
Let Vi; i e {1.2.3.4,5} be the set of vertices of our 
Al ; the segment So = c1A1 n an° is the segment 
VI Vs , 
as shown in figure (6). 
The first stag~ of the constnlction of the piecewise linear 
paths is the foliation. of the triangle VI V 2 V 5 • 
We will proceed in a way analogous to the one used to foliate 
59 
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the triangle Al in the case of the snowflake. 
Let PI be the middle point of the segment So and consider 
the segment 
~ PI . 
As before, we map So into the segments 
~~ and ~Ys 
in a linear way, and such that : 
~ P1 is mappW into ~ ~ t and 
P1 Vs is mappW into ~ Vs t 
as shown in figure (7) . 
As before, we now join points of So with their 
corresponding images in 
by line segments, these segments are the ftrSt stage in the 
constrUction of the paths ( see ftgUte (8) ) . 
These last segments are parallel to the segment 
~ Pt · 
The second stage of the construction of the piecewise linear 
paths. is the foliation of the triangle V2V3VS :i.n much the same 
way: 
Let P 2 be the middle point of 
61 
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~ ~ . 
The role played by the segment So in the flCSt stage of the 
constrUction of the foliation, will be played now by the segment 
~ 'Is ' 
just as the role played by the point P 1 will be now played by the 
point P2 • 
As before. we consider the segment 
~ P2 ,and we map ~ 'Is ,linea-ly, into 
Vz~and~~. 
in such a way that the image of 
~ P2 is Vz ~ • and the inuge of 
P2 Vs is V; 'Is ( see figm-e (9) (a) ) · 
We now join points of 
Vz ~ with their im~es in ~ V; and V; ~ 
by line segments ( all of them parallel to the segment 
V; P2 ) t and these segments a-e the seoond ~e of the 
constrUction of the paths ( see figure (9) (b) ) . 
It remains to iterate the process, once more I in the triangle 
V3V4VS • with starting points in the segment 
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We can see that this process can be applied to the 
construction of a piecewise linear foliation in any given convex 
polygon Al . 
NOle 1 : The local cartesian system of coordinates 
depicted before for AI in the case of the Koch snowflake. has 
been replaced. in the case of the pentagon. by ~ systems of local 
coordinates. as shown in figure (10) : and, in the general case, if 
oAt is a polygon of k vertices, we obtain k - 2 = c(O) nm 
systems of local coordinates. 
In order to rega in the orthogonal ity of the carte$ian systems depicted before 
for At tn the case of the Koch snO'Wflake, we need a rtlaxtrrl1m of k-2-c(Q) 
1 tnw mappings. 
Hence, the case of a convex polygon of k yertfce$ is not fundamentally 
different from the case of the Koch snowflake: tn fact, we can select a fol tatfon 
haYlng no paths containing a segment in Al parallel to aA1naQO • We wnI 
refer to this property of our foliation by the expIe$fon gyas' onhogonaHty' of our 
paths. 
This quasi orthogonality of the leaves of our piecewise 
linear foliation is an important property used in the reasonings that 
follow, and we will restrict ourselves to foliations that have it. 
NOle 2 : Notice that we can construct a foliation having 
quasi Otthogonality of its leaves in more than one way. For 
instance, in the case in which Ai is a pentagon, we can subdivide 
Ai into three different triangles, e.g. VIV3V5 ' V1V2V3 and 
V 3 V 4 V 5 • as shown in figure (11) (a) • and we start by foliating 
VI V 3 V 5 in a cartesian way, as shown in figure (11) (b) ; 
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then, with ~ m; the middle point of \'t ~ ,and 
with P2 m; the middle point of ~ I 
we draw the segments 
~~ and ~~ 
(see ftgUfe (11) (c) ) and proceed to foliate the remaining triangles 
VtV2V3 and V 3V4VS with leaves that will be segments parallel to 
~~ and ~~ 
respectively, as shown in figure ( 11) (c) . 
Notice that we need to introduce only one extra linear 
mapping, in order to reduce our new three systems of local 
coordinates to local orthogonality. 
Notice also that we could have subdivided A1 in any other 
flllite number of subregions, not necessarily triangles, and carried 
on a similar process. 
Let us now extend this process to the case in which Al is the 
non rampant sum of convex polygons. Again, the treatment of one 
example will suffice. 
Let:us take, for instance, the case in which A1 is a room-
and-passage set: the non rampant sum of a square room and a 
narrow p~sage ; and let us denote the room by R and the passage 
by P (see figure (12) (a) ). We start the process by foliating P , 
using either of the two methods described above for the pentagon 
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(as shown in figures (12) (b) and (12) (c) ). 
Next we have to foliate R , which is convex, but now the 
starting points of the sections of the paths that will foliate R will 
be in a segment much smaller than the side of the square R . 
In order to foliate R , we divide it three regions ( as shown 
in figure (13) (a) ): R1 ' R2 ' R3 ; R2 a triangle; we foliate R2 
in the way already described, and it remains to foliate R1 and R3 
... which are both convex ( see figures (13) (b) and (13) (c) ) and 
the starting points of the new sections of the leaves will be in a 
whole side of the polygons; hence we are in the former cases 
already stUdied. 
Notice that the point Q ,in figure (13) (a), can have an 
infinite number of locations in any of the segments 
~~, '{~, ~~ : 
the aim of the subdivision R1 ,R2 I R3 was to reduce the foliation 
of R , starting from 
aRnapcc~~ 
to the case in which all regions are convex and the segment to 
which the initial points belong is strictly one side of the polygon 
aRt ; i e { 1,2, 3} . 
Jf'e empllllSize tIJllllbis cmJ he tlOIJe inllll infinit.e ollOJher of 
waft and for the case in w.lJicIJ AI is IlIl 81fJilli1l)' ( finite) noo 
nlI11fJ1l11t SlJ111 of co.nr't'K sets. 
Some properties of dJe piecewise l.iJlesv 
foliilli.,lI 
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Property 1: 
When calculating the integralS 
and I I grad2 U 
o 
for a function u supported on a tail T we may write: 
and 
and, since the region of integration T is a non rampant sum of 
regions Ai , we can then express the above integrals as sums of 
integrals over the regions Ai and (Ai )£ for the different values 
of i and p. 
Hence, the property of quasi orthogonality for the paths of 
the foliation, stated in Note 2 above. will introduce --when 
performing the .k - 2 = c(O) linear transformations indicated in 
Note 2 - - at most k - 2 = c( n) different constant jacobians in 
each of the integrals 
JJ u2 and JJ grad2 u . 
(A~)£ A~ 
Then, the set of all the jacobians referred to. is bounded 
above and below. Therefore, for the purposses of our estimation of 
OC(O) = II I grad2 u 
o 
the general case is not fundamentally different from the cartesian 
case of the Koch snowflake. 
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Property 2: 
The total length of each path in our foliation 
is bounded by a constant c = c(O) : 
Let P be a path from the foliation constructed above; let 
l(P) be the length of P • and let I(P) (Ai) be the length of 
the path P inside the region Ai . Qearly I 
I(P) (At) s ( k - 2) diam (Ai ) 
= c(O) diam (Ai) = c(O) diam (A1)/r! = c\O)/r! 
where the integer n is the one in the (n. N) process of 
replacement. 
Given pEN • there exists at most Qlle index i = ip such 
that P n ~p f 9i . 
Hence 
Property j : 
We emphasized that there was an infinity of 
possible ways of constructing the piecewise linear foliation. 
We had obtained a set of at most k - 2 local systems of 
coordinates on each At ,given by pairs of axes 
(~ ,~) , i E tJ , i ~ k - 2 . 
Let us call I the set of these indices: k is always the total 
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number of vertices of the polygon oAt . 
These local systems were not necessarily ortbogona1; let us 
call CXt the angle 
Because there is an infinite number of ways of choosing the 
values of the angles at , i El, we can. therefore, select a 
foliation with a con-esponding set of angles {~lt. I such that, no 
path in the foliation contains a segment in Ai parallel to 
aAt n an° . 
Hence, the same is true for any other At : 
p p-l q given any Ai I let ~ be the only Ak ,q ~ p-l , 
k E { 1. 2, .", N~} with boundary in common with iJAi ; 
then no path in the foliation contains a segment in At parallel to 
At n a~p-t • 
We will need this property in the proof of the theorem of 
Rellich, below. Substantially, it means that we can replace, e.g. in 
At (hence in every ~p ), the original systems 
d~ ~~ {\xiYi)}ieI by the set of systems {(aA1nan° ,YJ}ieI ; 
the new ~ems have the original axis Yt but a new axis x , the 
same for every i El, parallel to the segment iJA1 n an° . 
The uetl SIIlJreJlded by " sermeAr of Je11p/J tf : 
We need a 
Property 1/ : 
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Let P be any path in the piecewise linear 
foliation. Then, there is a constant c = c(O) such that the length 
of P in n £ fulfil1s: 
1 ( P () nE ) ~ c(n) £ : 
Given £ , 0 < £ < 1 ,and n, as usual, the integer in the 
( Jl, N) process of replacement, let us choose then pEN 
1 1 
such that p:t1 ~ C ~ P (a) 
n n 
Given ~q , q ~ p , i E { 1,2, ... .N)ti} ,there is atmo:& 
Qn& i = iq such that ~ q n P ,,~ . 
On the other hand, as we saw in property 2, given ~ ~ q • 
we have 
l(P)(~q) ~ (k-2) diam(~q) 
= c(O) diam(~) = c(O) 
nq nq 
Therefore, if we consider the intersection of P with ne , 
we have to take into account P in only those A; q c n£ I that is, 
only the values q ~ p . 
Therefore, 
DO 
l(PnOC) ~ &t, if l(P)(~~) 
00 I 
~ c(O) 1 1 1 1 
5. ~ = c(O) - - = c(O) - = n c(O)--=+I 
q=p n
q rI 1-! rf ri, 
n 
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Now we will introduce the concept of JIreJI sulJreJlded. 
For simplification, in what is left of this chapter, we will 
consider the size of n normalized so that its tails have at most a 
diameter 1. 
We keep on considering 0 < £ ~ 1 thoughout. 
We work always in the same tail T . 
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Let (j and cl be points in an. They are endpoints of 
two paths PI and P2' 
We denote p = p(P) the staning point, in the segment So ' 
of the path P ; and we denote 
PI = p(P J ; P2 = p(P ~ . 
Let 5 be the length of the segment 
(jej 
Wedmote P = {P Ip = {(P) E (Pt .l\)} 
i.e., the set of paths whose starting point is between P1 and P2; 
Dt.s = {XEO£ I there exists PEP such tha XEP} 
We call n t • 8 the part of n t_ subtended by the segment 
Qc); 
and the area of the part of nc subtended by the segment Ql(j 
will be called the area of nc subtended by this segment. 
LeJl1JJJ6 : 
There exists a constant c = c(O) such that, the 
area subtended by a segment of length 5 is no greater than 
c(O) 5l-d . 
Proof : Let us denote 
4. 
(~)p = {XE~ I xistbeendpointofapah PE p} , 
the part of an subtended by 
cjc}; 111(cjcj)=li. 
In the same way--due to the regularity of the (n, N) process-
-in which diam(orP) ~ c l/rI ,for a tail r P ,we have that: 
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There is a constant c = c(O) such that 
diam ( ( aO)p) ~ c(O) S . 
CIIse 1 : Let l} > £ • Let peN be such that 
)+1 S diam(acl)p S ~ I 
so that the area subtended is contained in some tail of size p : 'yf • 
Then. by the flCStlemma proved in Chapter 1. we have. for 
the area subtended: 
112(0[;&) S «0) t d (~ )d = «0) t d nd, (tft'l )d 
~ c(O) ndp l-d diam«a!l)p)d ~ c(o) £2-d (c(O)~)d 
= c/...O)r.2-d ~ ~ c/...O)l-d ~ • 
since d > 1 and 0 < ~ si. 
CIIse 2: Let 5 St. Then 
~2(Ot;8) ~ c(O) 0 sup{p.l(Pnnt) Ipep} , 
but, by property 4 , we bave 
p.l(PnOr.) ~ c/...O) r. • tha-ef<re 
p.2(0r.:8) ~ c(0) ~ c(O) t = c(O) ~t ~ c(O) c2-d 0 J 
since 0 < r. S 1 and 0 < 2 - d < 1 . 
.Nole : 
The same result will hold if QI and rj are points in 
an t • j eN. instead of being points in ao . 
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LoaJ piecerise nr/et! fluJctiQllS: 
We have been working using two concepts: piecewise 
linearity and self similarity. 
We 1ri.tl prove the theorem of Rellich for a certain class of 
functions defined on the basis of these two concepts. 
Let us consider Al as a non rampant ftnite sum of parallel 
strips, two sides of each strip are parallel to the segment 
So = iJA1 n clOo (see figure (14) for the case of the Koch 
snowflake). 
We def1J1e a likewise finite sum for each Ai . by self-
similarity. 
A local piecewise ruled function. u, sup u eT, is a 
function ruled on each strip of T (with respect to the system 
(X,y) • where the local axis x is parallel to the strips) in the 
following sense: 
Witbio each strip. we have u( c,.y) linear in the 
variable y and u(x,cz) linear in x. 
The widths of the different strips are not necessarily the 
same. 
TJJeorem : Let u be a local piecewise ruled function. 
Then Q~u) ~ c(O) l-4 ,for 0 < cS I . 
Proof : Let u be such a function. 
We will foliate the tail T with a foliation allowed by the 
Property 3: no path in the foliation of A' contains a segment 
parallel to the segment so. The analogous satement holds for any 
A!. 
We will introduce a couple of simplificatiOn! beforehand: 
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Figure 14 
s 
Figure 15 
BD 
J) ay subdividing, if necessary, eacb strip into sufficlentl)! 
fme ones, we can work with rectangular strips, with an arbitrarily 
good approximation to Ql(u) . 
2) In what follows, we will work with the integrals 
I gnJuds , 
PnS 
in which Pn5 is the path P intersected with the strip S ,and ds 
is the differential of the arc of curve cOlTeSpOt1diog to the path p. 
Let us denote by Il and ~ the width and length of S as seen in 
ftgUCe (15); and let us consider a local cartesian system of 
coordinates 
(i,,/) I with r 
parallel to the segment So in the case in which SeAl , and the 
analogous condition for the case scAt (see figure (15) ) . 
Then our foliation, due to property 3 I allows us to write 
IgnJuds- jgnJudy. 
PnS 0 
NoW for the proof. Let x eT. There exists only one path P in 
the foliation, such that x E P. For that P • we denote by sex) the 
arc length corresponding to the point :x: e P in the path P : 
remembering that the starting point of P is P = p(P) in So , and 
therefore s(p) = s(p(P» = 0 . 
We can then write: 
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1:1' ~ VgrJUds~2 T' gnJ u ds ~ l(P) o 
We took the fact that supp u eT into consideration, l(P) is the 
length of the path P. By property 2 we have 
l(P) ~ c(Cl) ; therefore 
u(x) 5 <:(0) 2 TgnJ u ds ,aod 
o 
1(1) 
rI(x) ~ <:(0) 1 gnJ u ds 
Now we enumerate the strips as s",t : the double index p,i 
indicates that the strip is in At' ; the subindex j enumerates the 
different strips in At' · 
We denote by Pt't , the intersection of the path P and the 
srrip St'i . Then 
JJ rI s JJ[ rgnJ u ds] <Ix 
or. or. 0 
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Then 
s(J:) s(J:) 
J gnJudss J pfuds , 
o 0 
We may then write 
5(1) 5(1) l! [I gnJ u ds ldx Sq?m ocl!q,IU gnJ u ds 1 dx
In 
=qf.moJ!J~ Jp uds]dx 
In J 
A~,t 
J 
-qt.mo»sqJ~ J gnJudy]dx 
In 
We used our second simplification, stated above in the proof. 
6P,\ 
S «:n) qt.m olls~{ ~ !Sj,ll'. ( gnJ u dy} dx 
. 
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= ~O) ') I I {L. I ~ ,i } <be , 
qt,"m r_ q 1 P,t,l 
nn5 ' m 
where now It i depends solely on the strip ~P' i . 
Therefore: 
If {tgrJ u ds} dx ~ c(O) qf.:m &'i I~·i£ Hq ~ 
n n ns~ 
now we have to remember that the indices p ,i ,j , correspond to 
8l1Jl St' ~ for which a path P intersects in order to reach x (and 
R ) in Sm q, 1 ; therefore. when inverting the order of 
qf.m aOO &.i ' 
then. It't will be comm on factor of all values 
p. 2 ( n tn Sm q ,I ) 
corresponding to the points in Sm q., In n t that can be reached by a 
path intersecting st' t • 
But the sum of all these values is the area subtended by a 
segment of length ~P' t • Applying O'Ur former lemm~t)weobtai.n 
<a:) i1l page 77 
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Since 
JJgnJu=2:. JJgnJu , 
o p.l., S~lt 
, 
then it remains to prove: 
Ir· i sr· i ~ C 11 gnJ u dx dy , 
s~·i , 
and here we can. concentrate on jDst one strip s,P, i and simply drop 
all indices. 
Figure (16) depicts the situation in a strip S ofwidtb ~ 
and length ~ ; U(x,y) is depicted in local coordinates on S . In 
the four comer points of S , u takes the values a , b ,a ,p . 
Since we deal with the gradient of U ,we may as well take a = 0 . 
Observing figure (16) ,and, since u is ruled, we can write: 
ti b (X la 
y=ll s-=x; and 
l' -b _ P -b 
X - S 
therefore, for our point R = (x,y) in the local coordinates, we 
have: 
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Figure 16 
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Likewise: 
P -b ex 
It _la ~ X + b - X ~ 
Uy = Il = Il 
X b X b 
=-(p-b-ex)+-=-p+-M Il M Il 
where p = ~ - b - Q is a constant depending only on the strip S . 
Therefore 
rp2 pb b2 
.6( i2 2 +2x-2 +2)} S fj Sfj fj 
.6 V- 1 flY. Slplb ~dH 82 ( "3 + pa + or) + ~ (7 + 2 8 + \I) } 
using 0 ~ x ~ l) • 
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Therefore 
Ui :s: ~ (~ + P (X + <i) + ! ( t? + 21pl b + b1 ) (1) 
On the other hand 
JI gnJU= j cbe t gnJudy 
S 0 0 
r II l' 1 r tf' pb b2 = dx {-(- + p(X+ er) + -( - +2-x+ )} fl 3 II fJ2 0 o 
II tf' _.2 1 03 '1 F} pb 2 
= - ( - + pO +u- ) + - ( - - + 2 - - + b 0) 03 II 3rl 20 
=~(~ +p(X+<i)+!(~ +pb+~) ; 
From (1). and the fact that 
~ +p<x+ er 
is a positive defl11ite form in p and ex • we will be finished if 
t? + 21plb + b2 ~ C (~ + ph + b2 ) • 
for some constant c. 
If b = 0 • this is trivial. if b , 0 it is enough mat 
r ±2x+l,; ~ (t+ 3x+3) . 
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Let us consider again the counterenmples of the type rooms-
and-passages depicted in the first chapter. 
The dimensions of the passages do not mantain the same 
proportion, as their size diminishes, as we know: 
The propottion between width and length tends to zero, as the 
size of the passages tends to zero. 
Consequently,if we proceed to foliate the rooms and passages 
in the way indicated in chapter 4 • then Property 1 and Property 3 
would not bold any longer. since the angles involved would change 
from passage to passage, as their size diminishes. 
, 
Notice that we can, nevertheless, constru.ct a foliation with a 
total finite number of angles. for all the rooms and passages of 
everystze: 
We proceed by foliating the passages. divided into any 
number of squares, in the way indicated by ftgUre (17); and, once a 
passage is foliated, we extend the foliation to the lower part of the 
adyacent room, as shown in fJ.gUre (18). 
Notice that all segments involved in the foliation are at angles 
o , 1(/4 , and 1(/2 with the horizontal. 
Once the lower part of the room is foliated, we extend the 
foliation to the rest of the room, as shown in figure (19); 
introducing, perhaps, one more angle, if necessary. 
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The:se pzath:s fulfill all of propertie:s 1 ,2 , and 3 • 
What they cannot satisfy, however, is the area subtended 
lemma, which would imply that 
~2(n£·8) 
~ -+ 0 if .:: -+0 • 
For, let any t e (0,1) . 
Choose a passage P and an adyacent room R, both 
contained in ne; the passage P is joined to the main body n° : 
let the points 01 and et be points at the intersection of the 
passage P and n°, as shown in figure (19) . 
Therefore 
~1(<i<1) = ~ ; 
~2(n£·8) = ~2(R) + ~2(p) ; and we know ilia 
~2(R) + ~2(p) 
li -+00 
if the sizes of different R u P tend to zero. 
Notice that the same will happen with any other foJiatj on 
with properties 1. 2, and 3. 
Notice, also, the biggap that exists between the value of the 
quotient 
: ~2(n£·5) 
, .:..--.:.-....:... 
~ 
for these counterexamples, an~ for our fraetals. 
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ChIlfJll!r S 
We will now construct a new set of paths with properties 
completely different from those of the paths studied in the last 
chapter. In the case of the Koch snowflake, the paths studied 
allowed us to deftne a local set of cartesian coordinates in each 
triangle AjP. This advantage will be lo~ now. But the new set of 
paths constructed will have fundamental properties--to be 
explained below--totally incompatible with local cartesianism. 
We continue with our restriction to a single tail of size 1. 
We will construct a piecewise linear foliation of the tail T , 
and the paths which will be the leaves of this foliation, will have 
initial points on a segment So cO, and end points on the 
boundary 00 ; with the property that segments of equal length on 
So are mapped, by pushing along the leaves, into sets of equal d-
HausdOtff measure in dO. 
We are going to construct these paths in stages, and I at each 
~e, the corresponding portion of the paths will be line segments 
joining points of one segment with points of another I in a piecewise 
linear way. 
We will explain the procedure in the case of a Koch-
snowflake. The way of extending the proc~dure to cases other than 
the Koch-snowflake will be seen as a natural. one. 
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We will modify a little the shape of the tail T in a non 
essential way, by only adding a bit of surface to the triangle 
At eT, At of side one, as shown in flgUt'e (1). 
We call T' the modified tail ,and A't the correspondingly 
modified At. 
The -.arting points of the paths will belong to the segment 
So en, shown in figure (1)( c), the paths will foliate the modified 
tail T' ,hence the tail T. 
We recall that we are considering a region n with fracta1 
boundary an , as a non rampant union of regions with the same 
self similar shape, of decreasing size and disjoint interior. e.g. the 
f<Dch-snowflake being a union of triangles of decreasing size and 
disjoint interior, as shown in ftgUte (1 )(a). 
We begin by foliating ftrSt the region At' in no . 
We distinguish, in the region AI' • the subregion 
(0°)114 = (0°)113 = { (x,Y) E n° / dist ( (x,y), anO) < l/n} 
as shown in figure (1). 
We will denote it by nO,I/4 ,for short. 
The first stage in the construction of the paths is as follows: 
We map So into the segments PQ and QR (see ft.gUre (1» 
of anO.1!J1 in a linear way, as shown in figure (l)(a). 
We now join points of So with their images in ano . .1/. by 
. 
line segments. 
These line segments are the first stage in the construction of 
the paths, as shown in figure (2)(b). 
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Figure Ita) 
Figure l(b) 
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I- SO~ 
Figure l(c) 
T' 
f- So-i' 
Figure 2 
Figure 2lb) 
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So 
Figure 2\a) 
Q' 
Figure 2(c) 
R' 
Notice that: 
equal segments in So are mapped into equal parts of 
the other two sides PQ and OR. 
Property I: 
Notice that, taking two segments of equallengt.b 5 , 
s' in so. then the regions R • R'. bounded by the patbs 
originating at end points of 5 and 5' • can be transformed one into 
the other by a transformation of jacobian bounded below and 
above, and with bounded coefficients in the matrix jacobian. see 
rtgnre (2)(c). 
As we extend the paths, we want to mantain that 
comparability: we want to mantain property J. 
We continue with the second stage of the construction of the 
piecewise linear paths. 
In. order to ensure that equal parts (in So) go to equal parts 
(in. an ) , we will map the segment PQ onto the section of an 
delimited by the points pt and Q' ,as seen in r1gUCe (2)( c). and 
the segment QR onto the section of an delimited by the points 
0' and R'. 
We asociate, therefore, the segment PO with the segment 
P'Q' • and, similarly, QR with Q'R'; and, in doing so, we take 
into consideration for the first time, the following approximation 
n I • as shown in figure (3). 
We divide the segment PQ (also the segment QR ) into 4 
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Figure 3 
0' 
/ 
.Q 
/ 
Figure 4 
equal parts 
II},II; ,11.1,11., ( see figure 3 ) to be mapped into four equal parts 
AJ J Aj I A.1 J A.., of ao . 
In taking into account, for the first time, Of, we also take 
intO account 
( Of )1!.a1 = 0 1,1142 = 0 1,1/32 • 
ss shown in ftgUre (4), just as we took into account 
n° and n o.lIn 
before. 
We will extend now tbepaths from ano. lIn to an1•ltn1 I 
(see ftgUte (4». 
First , we denote with A/, 4' , A/ , A./ I the four 
segmentS in the section of the boundary clOt. t/rfJ, that we are 
considering ( see figure (5»; we will map III onto A/, 112 onto 
A2' , ••. etc. Nen, we consider an. intermediate step between 
anO.l!n and an 1•ltn1 ,i.e. a segment 
P"QII c ano.l/n2 (see ftgUte (5», 
parallel to the segment PO (and to P'Q'), and in it. four 
fliJltefJl1ediate" segments A/' , A;" , AJ " , At" , as seen in. fJ.gUCe 
(5), to be associated with 
A/ ' A/ ,AJ ' and A/. 
And now, we extend the paths, piecewiselineady. as 
segments joining points in segments 11, to points in segments 
A/' J for i e {1,2,3,4} • as shown in figure (6)(a), and then, in 
the same way, we extend the paths piecewiselioearly from points in 
thesegmentS A/ to points in segments A/, i E {1,2,3,4} ,as 
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Figure 6t a ) 
Figure 6(b) 
Figure 6tc) 
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shown in ftgUre (6)(b). 
Notice that we have extended our paths , mai ntJli niog 
property J (for an example see figure (6)(c)). 
The end points of our paths are now in an l,l/Dl • In order 
to extend the paths from an 1,I/Dl to aol,l/D 3 • we first go back 
to ftgUCe (4), and observe that we have the region nl,lIDl made up 
by two types of trapezoids: one which is similar to the original one 
PQQ'P' in no, J/D (the angles concerned are 300 • 1500 • 
6()0 and 1200 ) which is shown in ftgure (3) ; and also another 
one, whose angles are 6()0 • 600 , 1200 and 1200. Let us 
denote these two trapezoidal shapes by A and B. 
Notice that, due to the regularity of the fractal, any nt.l/DtH 
will be made up by sbapes D.Q othet: than A and B, reduced in a 
factor lInt (when comparing with the ones in nO,1/a ), in fact, 
the case no, 1/11 being exceptional in having only the shape A ( 
see figure (7)). 
We recall that we had extended our paths from an 0,1111 to 
an 1,I{al inside a shape A. But to have done it inside a shape B 
would have entailed no difference of procedure. 
We have still the end points of our paths in an t,l/1l1 ,and 
we next iterate what has been done: we go from. an t.l/Ill to 
aol ,lIn3 (and later from aoi-t ,lInl to ani.lIni+l) jnsideshapes 
A and B only, by ~ in each shape exactly the procedure 
described above; thereby mamajoing throughout the process the 
propertyJ. 
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The general case is similar: we enend the paths from 
ani-l.l/Ili to a0i.1/lli+1 inside a finite number ( this finite 
number depends on the geometty of the replar fmctal ) of 
trapezoidal shapes ( instead of only A and B ) I piecewise 
linearly, by iterating an initial process that ensures the property I . 
By an analogous iterative process of extending the paths from 
ani- I.1!lli+l to ani.1/ai+1 (or from ani-l.1!ai+Ja-l to ani .1!ai+b ), 
again inside a finite number of trapezoidal shapes, we obtain 
foliations similar to tbe one just constructed, endowed with 
basically the same properties. 
Notice that, if A c aTt c an , A a connected set, then we 
have 
P. 1 [ P So ( A ) ] = P. d ( A ) - [ diam(A»)d • 
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We will COJlSU'Uct yet another piecewise linear foliation of the 
tail T • with similar (but somewbat more interesting) properties (to 
be pointed out later) to the foliation just constructed. The paths, 
which will be the leaves of this foliation, will have again initial 
points on a segment So en, and end points on an ; with the 
property that segments of equal length on So are mapped. by 
pushi ng along the leaves. into sets of equal d-Hausdorff measure in 
an. 
Again, we construct these paths in stages,and at each stage. 
the corresponding portion of the paths will be: line segments 
joining points of one segment with points of another. in a piecewise 
linear way. 
The starting points of the paths will belong to the segment So 
already described,tbe paths will foliate the connected component of 
o-n° to whose boundary So belongs. 
As before, we exemplify with the Koch snowflake. 
We begin by foliating fll'St the triangle ~ • as indicated in 
r.gure (1). 
We consider in such region its barycenrre p (see ftgure (2».: 
• 
and, with P as origin. the region 
As' = A At : A < 1 • (see figure (3). 
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The first stage in the constrUction of the paths is as follows: 
Wecall s; thesegmentbaseofthemaUertriangle As' ,and 
we map So into So' in a linear way, as shown in ftgUte (4). 
We now join poits of So with their images in so' ,by line 
segme.nts. 
These segments are the first stage in the construction of the 
paths (see figure (S). 
The second stage of the coJlStCUcUon of the piecewise linear 
paths, is as follows: we map the base So' of the small triangle AI' , 
into the other two sides of this triangle, linearly, taking care that 
equal segments in so' are mapped into equal parts of the other two 
sides, as shown in figure (6). 
Again we join, linearly, points of So' to their images, and 
these new segme.nts are the next stage in the coJlStCUction of the 
paths. 
Notice that, until now ,property J is mantained (see ftgure 
(7»; as we extend the paths, we want to mantain that comparability. 
We associate segments a and b in iJAt' , with segments A 
and B in aAt ' as shown in figure (7); and in doing so, we take 
into consideration, for the first time, 0 1 , as seen in ftgore (8). 
We now divide segment a ( and b ) into 4 equal segments 
( It ' ~ , ~ ,a.. in figures (8) and (9» to be mapped onto 4 equal 
parts As , ~ , ~ , A.. (as seen in figure (8), in order to ensure 
that "equal pans go to equal parts", and so mintaining throughout 
property J . 
Next, we further dhtinguish the triangular regions 
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RI ; RI CO l ; i e { 1, 2, 3, 4 } 
as shown in figure (9). 
Let CXt be tbe base of the triaogle Rt (see ftgore (9»; we 
extend now the paths, piecewise linearly, as segments jOining points 
in segments 8t to points in segments Dt (see ftg'Ul"e (l0». 
Notice that we mantained tbe jacobian comparability sated in 
property J (see ftgUl'e (11)). 
From now on we iterate what has been done. First we notice 
that: By comparing figures (1) and (9). we can deduce tbat, 
geometrically. sub segments LR and RN (in. figure (1» of So • 
are related to subtriangles LRM and RMN (in the same ftgUre) of 
At ,in exactly the same way in which segme.o.ts ~ relate to 
triangles Ri ' i e { 1,2,3,4} (in figure (9). 
Thereby, we will prolong the paths from tbe segments at 
into the interior of the triangles Rt by repwri og in. each Rt what 
has already been done until now in At (see ftgure (12». 
Hence,property J is maotained. 
We iterate this process lid infiJJiIUJJl . 
The foliation depicted in chapter 5 was based llpon considering, 
inside nt = n 1/n • thinner and thinner n.t·1/~·l . This new 
foliation, instead, is based on the subdivision of the whole tail T 
intO self similar sets Bi of decreasing size. We can write 
T= 2: Br 
p.1 
These sets Bt are J1Qt tbe self similar triangles At . 
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• 
Bl = B/ • for instance, is the triangle LRM (in figure (1) minuS 
the triangles RI and R... 
All the other Bt are similar to Bl . 
In each such set Bt ' P e tJ • the leaves of the foliation have 
the same shape as in Bl • 
Notice that. the index p in Bi stands h.gtb for the number 
of iteratioJlS of the foliating process--when constructing the leaves 
going from So in Bl to Bi -- and fOt the size of the set Bt . 
Therefore, for u e Ll(T) ,we can write 
u u = ~ Il u = ~ Il ut = ~ (~)2 + V ~ 
Bt Bt 1 
where ut is the restriction of u to si ,and a: is its 
transformed function corresponding to the 1: 1 mapping of Bt 
onto 81 • 
The figures in the next pages give several ideas on how to 
extend this method of foliation to cases other than the Koch 
snowflake. 
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In this section we will establish a relationship between the 
size of a level set {(x,y) I u(X,y) :d1} --in a sense specified 
below- - and the value of grad2 u on the set u ~ h . 
As before, we will consider U in L/(O) . continuous. and 
supported on a tail T . 
We denote: Vh'(U) = { (x.y) I U(x,y) ~ h'} ; and 
( Vo.h'(U) }o.e A will denote the set of connected components of 
Vh'(U) • 
Let u ~ 0 be supported on a tail TP c T of size p. 
+ h' Let hER ; h = in! {h' I the sets V 0. (u) ,0. EA, can be 
displaced by Euclidean motions and relocated. non rampantly, in a 
tail rp> +1 of size p+l in such a way that each cl.V o.h'(U) n an . 
ex eA, is relocated in an } . 
We will give a name to this particular value of h: 
the p-+(p+ 1 )-relocation value for the function u. When there is 
no possibility of confusion we will call it the relocation value , and 
we will say that the connected components V rl(u) , ex EA, "fill 
Up" TP+l . 
. 
We will prove ~at, in this case: 
IJ grJ u ~ «n)~ (I) 
cvh(U) 
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where CVh(U) is the set where u<h. 
Notice that the V cl(u) --b the relocation value--can "spill 
overboard" TP+l ,as seen in this example: 
supp u = TP; u=h in tlm tails rp»+1 contained in TP; and 
u<h in the rest of TP . 
But, in the reasonings that will follow. it will make 
absolutely no difference whether the Vah(U) fill up TP+l exactly 
or spill overboard. 
Notice too that the Vah(U) can be said to be entirely in dO, 
in the sense illustrated by this example: 
supp u = TP; u<h in TP; u(x, y)~h as (x, y) approaches 
oTP+l ; r P+1cTP. 
We want to avoid this situation, as we prefer to work with 
sets Vo.h(U) entirely contained in n (an ~ set). 
Notice that by working, if necessary, with an arbitrarily 
small perturbation of h ,say, with h' == h-h/l0M -- M 
arbitrary-- we avoid this situation: all sets Vah'(U) contained in 
O 'U"C'll lJ"spill rh ard" rP+ 1 _ W1 1 up or ove 0 • 
We can work with h' so close to h that we perturb both 
sides of ( 1) as little as we want. 
It will therefore be enough, in,the remainder of the chapter, 
to work with sets Vah(U) contained in n . 
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The following proposition is the equivalent, in one dimension 
of the relationship (1). 
ProposiliOll 
Let f(x) e L12 lOAJ ; f(O)=a ; f(~)=a+h. 
Then 
II 2 I(r(x)Ydx~! ' 
o 
that is, the minimum of the norm of the derivative of all functions 
with the same endpoints at 0 and l3. is the function joining 
linearly those endpoints. 
Proof : f(x) can be approximated arbitrarily closely in L12 
norm by a continuous piecewise linear function (see figure (1». 
For one such a piecewise linear function P(x) ,let { Pt }t.1 
be the induced partition of [0,£\1 ,let ~t be the length of the 
interval Pt (see figure (1 )(b», and ht the increment of the 
function (and the polygonal) in the same interval, so 
') hi = h I and ') ~i = ~ (see figtre (l)(b» ~ ~ 
Then, 
J ~ hi ~ll ~ h. (p'(X»2 dx = (_)2 '4 = ~ = (;i. lE L\ lE ~ lE ~ 
Bm, by Schwartz, we have 
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~ ~h. 1 b= bi = -1 Ai ~ 
lE lE ~ 
~(~)2 
lE 6i ~(~i . lE 
so then 
~ h. b2 tr <-±)2 ~ =-2 ~. 
lE ~ ~(~i 
Next, we will prove a simpler version of the result of this 
chapter. that we will need in a later section. 
LelllJJlll : 
Let u be continuous, U E L12(R) ,with ()R 
smooth. Let zl < ~. Let VaZt (u) and Vp Z2 (u) belong to 
Y;l(U) and VZ~U) respectively; Vpz2(U) c VaZ1(U) • 
Wewillassume diam( aVo,Zl (u) n IntR) ~ diam (VOZ1(U)) , 
where the constants of proportionality are fixed and depend only on 
R. 
Then 
Proof : Forbrevity,let us rename: VaZ1(U) = VI ; VpZl(U) 
= V2 • 
a) Let us assume 
VI cIntR. 
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Let us choose a E av 2; b E aV2 such -that the segment ab 
fulftls 
~ 1 (d» = diam (V2 ) ; 
and let us consider a local system of coordinates 
~~ ~ -(x .y) • sudJ tha the y axis ~ tJrougb a,. 
For every 'I e lap] , we consider 
B, = { (x ,y) E VI - V 2 I y=, } , 
and for each such By, Y E [ a,b ] ,we consider just ~ of its 
connected components, for brevity let us caU it By also. 
By is now a segment in whose endpoints the function u 
takes the values 2t and 22 respectively. Therefore, using our 
Proposition, for a.e. y E [ a,b] we have: 
J ~ u > J 1)2 > (~ - zt )2 > (~- zt )2 : ~mJ - -x - IIt( B) - diam(V1) xe By xe By r y 
and then 
b) av 1 n aR " ~ 
Let us reduce this case to case a). 
Let us consider flCSt a segment s contained in V 1 ' and let 
us suppose, for a moment, that s = V2 = av2 . In case a) we joined 
points of av 2 to points in av 1 nInt R by a straightline--or 
segment. which we called By. A glance at figure (2) shows that s 
may be far removed from aV1 nlnt R , and that we may not be 
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Fif5ure 2 
Pes 
~ =n,<P) 
Pj z: nj (Pi-1) 
able to join a point pes and av 1 nlnt R with a straight 
lin.e ... but, the smootluless of aR implies that we can do it with a 
broken line of a finite bounded number of segments ,as seen in the 
same figure. 
In fact, our aim is to transform s into another segment 5' 
with comparable size , such that s' can be connected to av 1 just 
as in case a). Our assumption on av 1 nInt R will make this 
possible. 
We have, then, a ftnite number n = n (R) of projections into 
n directions, III ' 112 ' ... Iln , such that the composition 
nn° nn -1 ° ... 111 ( 5) =(definition) 
~ n.( s) = Sf 
i= 1 1 
s' a segment, Sf c VI' and 
11 1(5') = cos (Xn cos an -1 ••• cos (X111 1(s) 
where Oi is the angle involved in the two consecutive projections 
llj -1 and llj (see ftgUre (2); CXj < n/2 . 
and 
For each point x E s we have: 
Property 1: The segment joining the points 
i j= 1 11 (5) 
is entirely contained in VI; 
and the segment s' fulflls 
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Property 2: Let p' E s': 1 = l(p') a line passing 
through p': 1(p') 1 s·. Then 1 contains a segment 
p'; p" , where p" E aVj nIntR , and p'; p" C VI . 
see figure (2) for an example. 
The very same smoothness of aR allows us to enend this 
result, replacing the segment s by a subset of aV2 c VI' namely: 
There exists a segment s' with property 2 • such that 
p.l(s') ~ cos (Xl cos (X2 ••• cos On diam (V2) = c(R) diam (V 2) 
(see figure (3». and there is a subset B c aV2 (see the same 
figure) such that B is mapped onto s' through at m~ those n 
projections (n = n(R» TIl ..• TIn I IIo = id.; 0 S; (Xi < n/2 for 
every i E U .... , n} • and each point p E B having Property 1 . 
Consider. for each p e B • the polygonal arc Bp given by 
the non rampant sum of segments 
~ i i+l Bp =. j:l f\(p); J':l f\(p) +i;!(p)l1(P); p" lE (p) 
where: card (I(p» ~ n = n(R) , 
i; I(p) q (p) = p' E i and p" E aVj nIntR 
as defmed above. 
Consider now 
~Bp=1 
~d consider a "straightened version" of IB • found by mapping 
each Bp onto a line segment; let us call it S' . 
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Then there is a mapping M: l-t I' • the jacobia.n I of which 
fulftls 
c(R) = OOSCX1 OOS~ ••• OOSCXn ~ J ~ 1 • 
and such tbattbe image of each Bp , P e B • is a segment B'p C 
I' . and this segment has endpoints in which ut (the function 
corresponding to u in the mapping M: I ~ I' ) takes the values Zt 
and ~. 
We are then in case a). 
N«e : There may be other connected components V /2 . 
V" Z2 •... ete (besides V 2 ) contained in V l' Let us modify the 
function u j pside those extra components; the modified function 
u' will have the COllSta.n.t value z2 in all those VyZ2. V"Zl I ... ete 
(see figure (4)(b»: and u' will be continuous and in L?(R) . 
W h . d2 ' - O· . d V Z2 V Z2 • e aye. gra u - 1J1Sl e y , " • ••• , 
also: in the set S = (V1 - V2) - VyZl_ VSZl - ••• we have: 
grad2 U' = grad2 U • 
The Property proved before the lemma needs ~ 
UlclV >~ ,and UlclV nIntR = It 
2 1 
(which is true for u' as much as for u ) in order to yield (by 
repeating the reasoning of the lemma): 
II 
~ , 2 diamV2 
I:SUIJ u ~ (~ - Zl) diam V
l V1-V2 
But the last integral. is equal to 
. 
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and then we have: 
LemJJl8': Under the same hypotheses as the previous 
lemma, we have: 
Notice that, if aR is not smooth, but it has, for instance, a 
horn of infurite turns, then, instead of a maximum of n = n(R) 
projections--as indicated in the proof of the lemma--, that number 
n would depend now on the size of diam (V 2) or on 111(5) , (5 is 
a segment as in the part a) of the proof of the lemma) for, if s is 
very small, it can be located far enollgh inside the horn as to need 
an arbitrarilY-large number of projections to map it out of the horn 
and onto Sf, 
However, by applying the same methods used in the lemma, 
it is easy to see that 
CortI/fIllY : If aR = an is a regular fraetal, if u , V 1 I 
V2 , Zt < ~ are a11as defined above, and if 
we then have: 
diam (V2) ~ c(n) diam (Vi) , 
II grJ u ~ c(O) (~-zd 
v1 - V2 ; 
(zt~u~~} 
Let us go back now to the problem stated at the begining of 
the chapter for u ~ O. supp 11 C Tp eT: Zt is 0 • z2 is h. the 
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relocation value. 
The corollary tells us that the problem of proving esimate 
(1) is solved, if just ~ of the connected components of the set 
vh(u) has size comparable to the size of T p ; the constant of 
proportionality in (1) will depend on this comparability. 
Thus, it remains only to prove the relationship (1) for the 
case in which all the sets in V'(u) are of diameter no bigger than 
1/ rl + 7 --this value is chosen for the case of the snowflake, for 
reasons which become clear later I the corresponding choice for other 
cases will be equally clear. 
The sets belonging to vh(u) are of two types: either their 
clausures have a point in common with an , or they do not, 
accordingly, we will regroup them in sets A. and I respettively: 
Vh(U) = A. u I! ; A. n I = pi . 
Essentially I the pieces in I can be relocated in ~ ~ 
inside TP + 1 ; whereas the pieces in A can ~ be relocated 
rI+ 7 touching the boundary of rp> + 1 ,specifically, in n 1/ n TP + 1 
We need: 
'" OefiJlJiioll Let s(x) be the leaf --in the foliation of the 
tail op» depicted in Chapter 5--with sarting poiot X ESp. Let S 
be a set contained in TP . The projection of S: on sp is, by 
definition: 
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The definition of vh(u) given above implies that, in a sense, 
the pieces in Vh(U) ''fill up" TP +1 --for any other h'<h the sets 
in -yh'(U) "spill overboard" TP +1 --. Then, either the set lA or 
the set I (or both) is responsible for that ''filling up". Hence, in 
what follows, we can deal separately with the cases VS(U)= lA. and 
vh(u)= I . 
We will prove: 
allim 1: Let Vh(u)= I. Then, there exists c=c(O) such 
that 
J11[Ps (I)] ~«O) J11(;,) 
p 
that is, the projection of I on sp cannot be arbitrarily small. 
a8i1112: Let V= It,.. Then, there is another u' forwhich 
II grJ u - II grJu' I 
lI:!: h lI':!: h 
and the corresponding set A' fulfills 
1J.1[1P;~AI)] ~ «0) J11(Sp) 
Proof of cl8im 1 : Let us denote: 
5 1/ p+6 5 . 1 p+S+i+l { oP + t nu ... U 0 P + + I, /n U ... } n TP = S , 
S is so small that all the (even smaller) elements of Vb(U) 
intersecting S can be easily relocated in a mW1 subset of T pi" 1 (in the 
snowflake, a simple modification of the argument is needed in Other 
cases); so the pieces in ~(u) responsible for "filling up" T p+l :, 
must be the ones intersecting TP -S I ••• and we can restrict ourselves 
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to those. 
For the sake of simplification we relocate fll'St the pieces in 
vb(u). The small size of the elements in Vh(U) • their being away 
from the boundary. ~d the properties of our foliatio.n imply that 
the sets Vo h(U) • (X eA. can be translated and non rampantly 
relocatediILIP (see figure (5) for an example) in such a way that 
where (a, b) is an interval such that 
where [V a h(U)], is the relocation in T P of Vob(U) (we simply 
pushed the pieces Voh(U) together). 
We will work with the relocations [Vo h(U)], ,which will be 
denoted simply by V 0. b(U) for the sake of brevity. 
We can see that, if [ a I b) is small enough, then our (small) 
pieces in V h(U) , contained between two leaves of our foliation 
(two polygonals of five sides each) as close as we want them, will 
be relocatable inside TP+l in a very small set ... but then the 
elements in Vb(U) do not at all fill up TP+l , absurdum. 
Proof of claim 2 : In order to simplify the notation we will 
write V oh(U) = V 0. when there is no danger of confusion. 
The pieces in A. can have a very different nature than those in B . 
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Let us focus on the worst possible case: the Va considered in 
ftgure (6) is a subset of a leaf of our foliation with P e an as the 
ending point. Va coils lite a horn an infinity of times. 
Notice that we could not relocate this particular Va inside 
n with endpoints pi • pIt • P"' • or plv (in fipre (6»: in fact. Va 
may be of sucb nature thu we could not pOssibly have two of sucb 
sets betWeen P> and fQ in ftgUre (6) •... in away. it is as if Va 
"occupied" the wbole of clTP between.f and CJ). 
Consider the smaUest value of i for wbicb 
vanaoi ,l/ni +21 * (see figure (6»: let us call it i(Va) . 
1 '+1 
For the sake of brevity the con-e5ponding ani-1"n1 • i .. i(Va) • 
will simply be denoted by ana. In the example in flgUrC (6) we 
can see that the projection P of Va on ana is just OBe point. 
Hence diam.[ Paoa(Va)] ;;; p.l [Pana(Va) 1- 0 • and the same 
happens with p.l ( 'Lp (V a) I. This means that the size of such a 
Vahas llQ reJationsbjpwith ~ I{ PSp(Va )} or with ~11 'aOa(Va)] . 
(Notice, nevertheless, that TP+l can be "filled up", in the sense of 
relocation explained above. with such sets V a of this same shape 
and size: if 111 ( (P>. CQI ) = 1/ nP+h I then '}'P+ 1 has room for just 
-rf-1 of such Va ), 
We will disinguish. therefore. two cases: either the size of 
fana (V a) - -that is diamf fana (V a) ] - -has a certain relationship 
with the size of Va or it has not: in the case of the snowflake. for 
instance. either diam ( Pana(Va ) ] ~ diam(Va)/-ri (1) 
or it is not. (T/JeldN Is TO .ftPuife The -Va "perpendicUI~ TO The pulls 
(or }ur3iJe/"'fOtif)" (I.$. IS If Vacdna or Vocdn)1 homtnose Va 
diA'lI ,IIl1 onll In Elf. 6) ##parallelN '0 ,nnn ). 
We will group the con-esponding Va into two 
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F or the sake of clarity, in figures 6, 7, 8, and 9, we draw the 
pathsasbeingextendedfrom an i - 1.1!ni+1 to ani.l/d+2, i€IN 
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corresponding subsets: A.t and A.2 . 
Let us suppose that A • A I . 
First 'We observe that. for Va e At • dJe VtYJ'4I1l1Jreoft1Je 
COIlSttTI&Ii()JJ 01' dJe psdIs eJlSIIrI!S mAl (1) illlpDes 
pft Ps o(Va)} ~ c (diamVa)d , ••. exactly as if --except fot a 
multiplicative coostant--we had Va c an (1 ') 
p+s 
°th V. I th I . 0 ~1 nt/a Let us denote W1 a e re oeauon 1Jl 1· r. 
of the set Va 0 Now, the Va I "fill up" ~1 (for A = vh(u) ) 
... tberefote, from (1') it is easy to see that 
and then to conclude that our claim 2 would be proved by choosing 
r U = 11. 
Let us suppose now that A. ;; A.2 . 
Each Va is now not very different from the type depicted in 
r~ (6). for its projection on ani. lIn i+2 is. likewise, very 
small--when compared 'With the size of Va . 
In order to tackle this problem we imtoduce the 
tranSformation M shown in figure (7). It basically consists of a 
smooth deformation of twcIJ ni .1/J+2 onto itself. hence, of S--
as defined in the statement of claim 2--onto itself. 
Allleaves S(x) of our foliation are n.ow deformed 
'+2 
accordinglym eJldJ n i .1/'/ (see figure (7)(b» . 
. M fulfills the hypotheses in the Lemma of chapter 3 . 
: Let us now focus on rtgUre (7)(b), The magnitude of the 
deformation--introduced by M--oftbe paths S(x) many 
o °+2 
0 1.1/,1 is shown in. that figure in the two quantities a and b . 
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The chosen proportion relating Cl and b - - Cl "J b - - implies: ~ 
tradSformed patb intersects so many of the old ones as to easure: 
If Va E A,2 J and Va ' is the set transformed by M, then, 
Jil { p aOa (V a"} IV diam Va IV diam Va ' • which is the 
result equivalent to (1) (the constants of proportionality do not 
depend Q1l the particular set Va ) . .An example is worted out in 
ftgUte (8) for the Va defined above in figure (6).). 
Therefore, repeating here the reasoning used in the case A. = 
A. I we obtain also for the vat the result equivalent to (1') I ••• and 
repeating the rest of the same reasoning we conclude 
... and the proof is finished if we notice that 
(see figure (9)), and if we set u'=uoM. 
Now, in the general case lA = IAt+~. either we bave 
or not. 
In the rtrSt case our claim is proved by writing u' - u --for 
then we would have 
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· .. that is, we reduced the general case to the case of At . 
In the second case, we reduce it to A2 : we set u' = uoM , 
and then 
Claims 1 and 2 imply that we can further restrict ourselves to 
the case in which 
Now we can prove: 
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TktJreJlI : Let u , h , Va heu) , be III as described above, 
with all the restrictions introduced. Then 
Proof : 
Let us inrroduce first a cetUin type of transformation of -rP 
onto TP. Let us denote: 
We denote by a i lie I • a connected component of n c sp 
and by bj a connected component of s p - n . 
We write 
~ = {(x, y) eTP I P~({x,y}) e i\ I ieI} 
an.d Bj is defined in like manner. 
We can obtain a transformation of TP onto TP by transforming 
the ai an.d the bj ,--that is, by transforming sp onto ~ --atld by 
extenditlg this transfomwion in the obvious way to the 
corresponding sets At and Hj • 
Let us go back now to our problem. From equivalence (2) 
above we know: 111(Sp) > 111(ll) ~ c(n) 111(Sp) • 
Notice that c-ccn) can actually be very small. 
Suppose, for a moment, that the opposite is true: this constant 
c is very much near 1 --e.g. c- 1-1/N3 for the Koch 
snowflake--, let us call it Cl • Then thete is a constant ~ small 
enough (e.g. c2;;: l/W for the Koch snowflake) and a close to 
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identity transformation M of 'J'P onto Tll--fUlftllingthe 
hypctbeses of the lemma in chapter 3--mch that. if we write u' :: 
uoM • and if we take new local coordinates 
(x,y) on ,.., • with the x axis al<q s.,. and X.LY, 
wethenbave 
III ( {x e sp I 3 Y such that U'(x.y)::h} ] = I1 I(H) ~ czl1.l(Sp) ; 
wbere cl. ~. and all the COJlStantS involved can be made to 
depend only on n . 
Then we could write 
JJ pe u ~ JI pe u' ~ J dx J u;l dy , 
lI~h 11 ~h 
but by our proposition we would have: 
{ J 12} [h-O]2 11 hl Uy dy (x) ~ y(x) y(x) = y(x) ~ c l/rI . 
for x eH •... and y(x) • for that x • is precisely the y referred to 
in the definition of H --tbe ye:!) such that U'(x.y(x»::h . 
Then, 
It remains. therefore. to transform now u in another 
function un e LI
2(O) • supp un c rP • such that the corresponding 
set nn c sp does Mill I1I(nn) ~ Cl(O) 111(~) . 
In order to do that. we stretch. if necessary. (by meatlS of a 
transformation of sp onto ;,) the set n by a factor c3 (0) 
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whicb depends on cl(n) and c2(n) - -by n" we denote tbe 
stretched set--; and we shrink S P - n accordingly. by a factor 
C4(0) also depending 011 Ct and c2' 
We accomplish this by stretching ~ of those sets a i by 
that C 3 factor. sad by shrintiog ~ set b j by the c4 factor. 
and we extend this transformatio.n in the obvious way to the 
corresponding sets A i sad B j . 
It remains only to notice tbat this transformation M fullftls 
tbehypotbeses of the lemma in chapter 3; u";: Mou . 
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Given U E Ll<O) , supponed on a regular tail T ,we will 
use the last theorem in order to find a locally ruled function 
- 2 
U ELl (0) 
I1m mp:ported 211 I, such that, 
11 uII L2(T) ~ Cl 11 UIII3(T) ; 
11 gnd2uIIL2(T) ~ ~ 11 gnd2 UII L2(T) 
that is, we will both increase, e.g., the potential of velocities U I 
and diminish the energy spent--except for a multiplicative 
constant--by means of a locally I.':!lWl function suported on the 
smallest tail containing the support of u . 
It will also be true: 
and therefore: 
Q£(U) = JJ gnd2 U ~ C(O) Q£(u) 
n 
and our theore!B on locally ruled functions will ensure 
Q£(u) s: c(O) £2-d I 
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thereby completing Ollr proof of the theorem of Rellich. 
It will be enough to find this locally ruled function in the 
case in which the tail T has ~ zmu 
Let .,.f ( u ) , V 0. h ( u) ,a eA, denote the same sets as in 
chapter 6, h is the relocation value. Let us remember now that 
[ V 0. h ( U) l' was the reloc~io" of V 0. h ( u) inside T P + l_-when 
supp u C T P --; so we will denote with (V b ( U ) l' the relocation 
of V b ( U ) inside T P + 1 • 
Theorelll : 
Given u supported in a tail of size zero: T = TO, 
then there exist constants c i = C i (0) , i e { l, 2 } , and a locally 
ruled function Q such that, 
a) JJ u2 HI JJ ii2 
at at 
b) JJ gral2 U ~ <7 JJ grall ii . 
n n 
Proof : 
We will comtruct the ruled function in stages. We 
write: 
. 
ill f · . T Tt . Tt 2 and we w construct Q 1t"St lJ1 - , next 1n. - T , ... etc; 
in an iterative way: the pr'9cedure for the construction of Q in 
t -T i + 1 will be the same as in T i + 1 _ T i + 2 • 
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We want to apply the theorem in chapter 6 tothe case p = 0 t 
P + 1 = 1 ; T P and T P + 1 of the theorem will be our T and 
Tic T. By h 1 we denote the O~ I-relocation value. 
We want to ensure hi> 0 t so we sUghtlymodify the 
function u: 
Let f = f (x ,y) be such that: 
f E L? (0) ; supp f = T ; 
f is linear in T ,and its gradient is arbitrarily small when 
compared with the one of u , say 
If gnd2 r ~ 0.01 If graf u ; 
T T 
in other words, f is Ya)! sm all , but different from zero on T . 
By defuring u * = sup { u, f} • we obtain a function as near 
u as we may want, but whose support is strictly T . 
We have: 
If tf s If (U')2 
nf: of: 
If gnd2 U' = If + If = If graJ2 U + JJ graf r ~ 
o u ~ f u< f u ~ f u<f 
If graf U + If grafr ~ 1.01 JJ graf u · 
T T T 
Therefore, 
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and both 
Qt(u·) and Qt(u) 
can be made to be arbitrarily close. We will work with u * instead 
of u , and for the sake of simplicity we will continue calling it u . 
Now h 1 is strictly positive. 
This procedure of (arbitrarily) slight modification of a 
function will be used in each iteration of the process of contruction 
of a . 
We need one more notation: 
On a set V 0. h I ( 1] ) , (X EA, we have: 
u = h 1 +.6 0. ; supp ~ Cl C V 0. h 1 ( u) ; 
whenre10caling each va
b 1 inside T 1 we will denote by 6'0. the 
corresponding relocated function: 
supp Il' 0. C [ V 0. hi]' • 
Let us now consider 
hi in T-rl 
uI = hi in TI-r~l(u)]t 
hI + Il'a in each rv.x1 (u)]' 
Then, using the theorem in the last chapter, we have: 
JJ u~ 
Qt(U) ~ Tt JI gnd2 U + II gnd2 U . 
O~u~bl u~bl 
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II b~ + II u~ 
T£-(T1)£ (Tl)£ 
cb~ + 11 gndlUt 
T 
We focuss nen on 
JJ u; and JJ gndl Ut 
[Tl)£ Tl 
in the same way in which we f<>cussed on 
T£ 
and we will iterate the method from the case T - T 1 & T 1 to 
the case T 1 - T 2 & T 2 : We have 
u 1 ~ h 1 in T 1 i nsuad of u ~ 0 in T ; and 
Uti t =ht imtea1 of U\ = 0 • or nlntT aTnlntO 
so h 1 will take for TIthe place that the value 0 had for T : 
we wiU work from h 1 "upwards". 
For P = 1 • P + 1 = 2 • and u 1 in T 1 we will find the 
1H(P+ 1 )-reIocatiOJl value h 2 of the theorem in chapter 6. Again 
we want to make that slight modification to 11 1 that will yield h 2 
> O. When we did it before for T and u it was by means of a: 
. 
slight increase of u - -denoted by ut - - , we used a linear function 
f = fo of constant gradient, such that 
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so that 
JJ gnd2 U + 0.01 JJ gnd2 U • 
T T 
We want now, litewise, a linear function f 1 on T 1 of small 
gradient, such that 
a) JJ gnd2 fl ~ 0.1 ch; • b) gnd2 f ~ 0.001 JJ grJ u 
1 ~?(T) T T1 
and we call u 1 J the correspondingly modified function. 
Condition b) for f 1 , the similar one for f = f 0 and similar 
ones for f 2 ' f 3 • ••• to be defined in succesi.ve iterations. will 
imply that the sum of III the slight modifications introduced will 
be very small. 
Condition a) means that we can now iterate what we have 
already done: 
JJ h: + JJ u~ 
TE_(T1JE (T1JE 
-------------------- ~ 
0.9 ch; +0.1 ch~ + H gnd2 u1 
Tt 
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II hf + II [U~)2 
TC-lTl)C lTl)C 
0.9 cb~ + JJ graJ2ut ~ 
T1 
I I hf + I I (hl + h2)2 + I I ui 
Tt_IT1)t IT1)t_IT2)t IT2)t 
0.9 c b~ + c bi + JJ graJ2 u2 
T2 
JJ b: + JJ (b,+b2)2 + H!U;12 
TC_IT1) C IT 1)t_IT2) t IT2)t 
0.9 ch; + 0.9 chi + JJ grJ U; 
T2 
* and so on, where u 2' u 2 , h 2 , ... s etc. are the analogues of u 1 I 
U 1 * ,and hi' 
The numerator thus obtained, when iterating this process, is 
nC 
where the discontinuous function u equals h 1 in T -T 1 I 
h 1 + h 2 in T 1_ T 2 I ... and so on. 
Now, if we modify this function u in order to make it 
continuous in the jump from T i - 1_ T i to T i -T i + 1 , i EN, by 
maki ng u go linearly. from 
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1 i + 1 
)h. to )h. t=1 l t=1 l 
along a narrow strip ~ i c T i • as shown in figure (1); and if we do 
it by keeping the same shape and proportion of 0 i in relation to 
T i .... then we have a function a , locally. ruled on all n . 
supported on T ,such that 
a) Our numerator fulfills: 
ne ne 
where c = c (0) = c (0 i). Therefore 
b) The corresponding denominator fulfills: 
and therefore 
Notice also: the fact that the sum of all the perturbations 
introduced is very small when compared to 
implies that 
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Figure 1 
Figure 2 
_ .. ---- .!. ---- ----a 
n 
Figure 3 
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In this section we will give another solution to the problem of 
chapter 7: given u as before, supported on a tail T; we want a 
function a , locally linear, also supported in T , such that, except 
for a consant c=C(O) ,the L2 norm of Q is bigger than the L2 
norm of u , wbile the L 2 norm of the gradient of a is smaller 
than the corresponding one of u . 
The difference between this new method and the one just 
exhibited is twofold: on the one hand, the a constructed below can 
have L2 norm Jll11ch bigger than the norm of the previous Q in 
chapter 7. while the L2 norm of its gradient can be Jll11cb smaller 
than the corresponding one of a in chapter 7. 
But, on the other hand, from this new method, an estimation 
of <f(u) is not immediately obtained as in the chapter. 
We need some more notation: 
Let I. be any bounded planar region: let us denote: 
I.A = { (x' .y') I (x' .y') = A (x.y) ; (x,y) e It} ; A ~ 1 . 
and let us caU itA a A -expansion of I. . 
For instance: a tail ,-P of size p is an n-expansion of any 
TP+l ; any two tails are (up to a congruence) one an expansion of 
the other, for some A = nk, kEtJ . 
, 
... • 2. Next, let Mo b~ as above, to any ueLt (I. ) we associate a 
function u'eL1
2( itA ) , such that u'(x',y') = U'(Ax).y) = u(x,y) ; 
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and call u· the fUACtjon associated t2 :u awl t2 11). • 
The nett two lemmas need no proof: 
Lemmll J : Let a. I.).. u • u· • and A be as above. 
Then 
JJ grJ U <Ix dy = JJ grJ u' <It dy' 
I. I.). 
LeJlUIllI 2 : Under the same hypotheses as Lemma 1 we 
have: 
JJ (U,)2 <It dy' = i If i <Ix dy 
I.). I. 
We need also: 
LeDllll6 .1 : Let Uti... • un belong to L 12(0) ; 
2 2 2 U = Ut + ... + Un • Then 
2.2 2 grad U ~ gracr Ut + ... + grad Un • 
Proof: One application of Schwartz gives: 
1 
1lx = J (2ut Ut + ... +2u" u. ):s: 2 Ul + + u l x x 1 •.• Jl 
1 1 
Ut + ... +u 
x· -stx 1 2 
U + ... +~ 
lJ: J: 
~----t========-------J 2 2 ' Ut + ••• +Ua 
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Therefore 
2 2 2 
U ~ U + ... +u.. 
x 1x ~ 
and therefore 
Note : Notice that, if 
are both integrable, then we can extend the result for f1J1ite sums in 
Lemma 3 to the oorrespondiog result for an inflJlite sum. 
We still need one more notation: 
Let a region R be a non rampant sum of two regions: 
R = RI + R2 • Let Ac Rt. We say that the set Ac RI is 
mappable 2l1t Qf Rt and iJltQ R2 , if there is a set A' c R2 : A' 
congruent to A. The set A' will be called ~ mapping mIl Df 
A 
Example: In the theorem that follows, we will have R=rP • 
for some p~ 1 : and R 1+R2 as follows: 
TP = (TP-rrP"t1) + rpttl ; rP+l c TP • 
Then any set S contained in any tail 
rP+k+l cTP - rP+l ; It eN. 
is mappable out of TP - rP+l and into rP+l wi~ the property: 
as n arP and as' n arP+l are congruent (1) 
(see ftgure (1)). 
In other words: 
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The fractal regularity of the (n,N) process implies that the 
boundaries of ,-P and TP+l have. locally. the same shape. 
In the remainder of this section all our mappings Ollt of sets 
S will have the property (1). 
Finally, let u E L12(T); supp U = S C ~l+t C TP_'-p+l , 
for some keN. 
Let S' be the mapping out of S, out of 'Jf -'-p+l , and into 
TP+l • Let the function u' be defined on S' such that, if the point 
(x.y) E S is mapped into (x',y') E S' ,then u'(x'.y') = u(x,y) . 
We will say that u is mapped out of TP -~+1 into Tp+l , 
u' being the mapped out function. 
TlJeoreJ11 : 
Let U E L?(T) : T=T1 • 
Let us write: T=(T1-rf) + of for some r2 c: T1 = T • 
Then there exists 11 E L 12(T2) ,lOCally ruled in Tl_ rf , 
such that 
JJ graf u~ «0) JJ grafu + JJ grafu ; 
n Tl_T2 T2 
and 11 has constant value k in cJ(T1-r) n cJT2 . 
COJIIJlleM : The method can be iterated in order to find '02 
on r; 112 = k= kt in cl(Tt-r) n clT2 ; , 
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~ locally ruled in T2 -r ; ~ c rf 
and 112 = k2 in a~ -,-3) n aT3 ,such that: 
II U~ ~ c II U: + II u; 
T2 T2_T3 T3 
where we wrote u=ul ; and 
II graf Ut ~ c II grafu1 + II graf ~ 
T2 T2_T3 T3 
where the constants ace the same as those in the first stage; and 
u2 E Ll2 (f3) . 
Further iterations of this method allow us to deftne a function 
U supported, like U ,on T ,locally ruled on all 
(Tl-r) + (T2-T) + ... = T 
by writing U = ui on Ti_ -t+1 , i e tJ ; U will fulfill: 
U J,;c U d ; aOO U pi UH U pi u · 
and it will be seen tbat 
JJ d can be much IqI!' than JJ J . 
o 0 
and also 
JJ grJ U much smlitl!' than JJ grJ u · 
o 0 
Proof: It will be noticed that the case of any regular 
fracta1 in not different from the one of the Koch snowflake, 
regarding the construction that follows. Let us focus, then, on that 
particu1arcase. 
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The loca11yruled function U ,in T-rfl = Tl-r wiU be, 
just lilte the ruled function constructed in chapter 7, linearly going 
from zero to a height k e R+ , along a ~p S=SlcT l -r , as 
shown in ftgUre (2) for tbe Koch snowflake, and of constant value 
k on (1'1_~ - SI . 
In r -,-3: T3cr2 , we consider tbe mip S2 analogous to 
Si; and also a strip S2 'CS2 , its width being Iln of the width of 
82 , as seen in figure (3). 
We defme now the value of the constant kE R + just referred 
to above: Proceeding in an analogous way to the proof of chapter 
7. we write: 
k=inf{k'Eltl sup diam(V:(u»~1/n4 ;V!'(U)CS2 '+(T1-r) ~aEA} 
oeA . 
that: 
Applying the corollary of the lemma in atb. chapter, we know 
JJ grJ U H(O) tt2 
1 2.-2' • {(T -T )+S }-LVa (u) 
..... 
(1) 
Let us consider the set 'f as open, and the sets V ok(U) , 
<XEA , as closed. Let us write <XleA1 c A when 
k 2' ,...a aYa1(U) nas nl- rYJ ; ~ =A-~ ; 
inotberwords, At consists of the indices <Xt forwhich avo k(U) 
1 
has one point in common with the segment la,b] shown in figure 
(3). 
Let us consider the auxiliary ruled function ut as going from 
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zero to k linearly along the strip Si • and being constant in TI-SI 
If A2 = 9J • then let us write: 
u-{ll in Tl-r ~ 
- sup{k, u} in 1 (2) 
If A2 is not empty. consider all Vo k(U) , a E A2 • and the 
associatedfunctions 60. = u(x,y) -.It ; (x,y) e Vok(U) 
supp !la c V 0. k(U) ; aeA2 • 
For brevity sake we will denote V 0. t(U) = V 0. when there is 
no possibility of confusion. 
Let us petform now an n -expansion of each Vo. , a e A2 • 
Md let fl'o. be the corresponding function associated both to Vo. 
and to the n -expansion of Vo.. Each such V 0. expanded is 
2 ,..2 t 
mappable into T -~- . 
The corresponding mapped out of each !l' a • aeA2 • will--
for the sake ofbrevity--also be called !l'o; each such A'a is 
understood now as being supported in r -~' . 
And now we write: 
11 in {(Tl-r)+s2i -fivu 
U = ut I (3) 
)(~)2 + (sup{k,U})2 inthersof T 
:12 
Notice that 
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Notice also that (2) is a particular case of (3). therefore. let us 
consider the deftnition of u given in (3). 
For brevity we will write 
(T1-r)+s2' - ~ Va = A ; T-A= 8 
atxl 
A is sligtly larger than Tl_ 'f t B is slightly smaller than 
r . It will be e.nollgh to prove the theorem for A and B instead 
of rl_ of and r2: notice that this will pose no p-oblem for the 
iteration of the co.nst:tuction, the function D we are constructing may 
possibly ~ck at co.nstant value k for a subset of the small strip S2' . 
( 1) and (3) can be rewritten: 
JJ grJu H{O) ~ 
U= 
A-~Va 
«tAt 
rlinA 
and each ~' 0 is now supported in B. 
Lemma 2 implies: 
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(1 ') 
(3') 
Using now (1 ') and lemma 1 we have (the constant c(O) 
cbanching from line to line, but always denoted c(O) for brevity): 
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«0> JI graY If + ')' JI graY t.;,. + JI graY sup{k, u} ~ 
A aft2 B B 
«0> JI grJ u + JJ grJ U , 
A B 
we used the lemma 3 at the end. 
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Let us finish this appendix with an example of how this 
new method can work. When following the ftrSt method, a 
bounded function u will be inevitably replaced by a locally 
linear function Q having the very same bound. The gradient of 
u can be very large, yet the height of Q will not reflect this. 
This new method, on the contrary. can exploit the magnitude of 
the gradient and "tranSform" it into height. 
We will constrUct now a positive function u supported in 
the Koch snowflake, bounded by 1 +5 • 1k<1 . We will 
remember that the Koch snowflake can be written as a non 
rampant sum of triangles A;.P of different sizes. The function u 
will be supported in the triangle A 0 • The sides of A 0 have 
length 1. 
We need first a construction: 
We consider another triangle Ao'cA 0 I centered on the 
barycenU'e of A 0 and with sides parallel to the sides of A 0 . The 
length of the side of Ao' is 1-~/ n • where 
0= 1 
1<f 1/( I-l/n) 
di 'd Aa" 9 32 2 at· i Next we V1 e tnto = = n equ mangles AI, 
whose sides will have length equal to 
. 
1: -o/n = tin - O/tt . 
n 
In a way similar to the one used in order to obtain Ao' , we 
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. , . . 
obtain All CAll, centered like All, with sides parallel to those 
of Al. the length of each side equal to l/n - 5/n2 - S/n3 ... 
Next, we will divide each triangle Al' into n2 equal 
triangles A2i whose sides will have length equal to 1/n2 - £J/n3 
_ £JI n 4 , ... and obtain. a total of n 4 triangles A2i 'cAl, with 
sides of length 1/n2- £J/n3 - S/n4 - SInS = 1/n2 - S/n3(l + I/n 
+ I/n2) ... In the pill sage the corresponding value will be 
l/ri - 8/rPt (l + lln + ... + I/nP) . The nP -expansion of any 
., 
of these triangles Apl will have sides with length I - SIn (I + 
l/n + ... + I/nP) = 1 - S/n -&I/n2 + ... + I/nP) • and therefore 
it can be relocated inside Ao' . 
We will constrUct now our function u in stages. Supp u 
will be A o. All the functions constructed below will be in 
L?(O) 
Let u 0 be such that: 
o ' 
supp u 0 = A ; u 0 = 1 +8 in Ao' . 
The function u 1 is a modification of u 0 : 
. , 
supp u 1 = AO ; u 1 = 1+5 ineach All for every ietl, ... , n2} 
and also: 
a) z<tJ/2 implies: there is only one connected component 
VZ(U 1) ; and Ao' c VZ(U 1) c AO; 
A i' C v.B/2( ) A i ~ ~ . {I 2} d b) I i U 1 ell or ,every 1 E •. •.• n • an 
c) the n-expansion of each Vt)~2(U 1) can be contained in 
Ao' . 
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Let us iterate this construction just once more: 
u 2 is a modification of u 1 : 
supp u 2 = Aa : u 2 = l+~ in each A2i ' for every ie{l, ... , n4} 
and also: 
a) z<fJ/2 implies: there is only one corutected component 
V(U 2) ; and Ao' c VZ(U 2) c Aa; 
b) 0/2 s z < fJ/2 + 0/22 implies: there are exactly n2 
z i' z . 
connected components Vi (u 2) ,AI C Vi (u 2) cAll , and 
their n-expansions can be contained in Ao' ; 
i ' fJ/2 + fJ/22 i. 4 
c) A2 C Vi (u 2) c A2 for lE{ 1, ... , n } , and 
8/2 +5/22 2 d) each Vi (u 2) , when n -expanded, can be 
contained in Aa' . 
Let us stop this process at the stage p , so u=up ' Notice 
that: when intersecting the graph of u with planes z=5/2=ZI ' 
22' 
z=S/2 + 0/2 =~, ... z=0/2 + 0/2 + ... + o/i=~ ... , we can 
either relocate the corresponding V{i (u) in smaller tails, n-
expand-and-relocate them in smaller tails, sl-expand-and-
relocate in smaller tails, ... as the case may be, depending on the 
height 1; and on the size of the smaller tails, ... so we can finally 
set ourselves to consruct our locally linear function Q ••• 
However, we want to give here a ~ simple example of 
our method: we will simply consider the plane z = 0/2 + 0/22 + 
... + S/2P = zp and find the corresponding sets V{p~U) = V{-p 
(Up) , and the corresponding associated functions 6 i : with support 
. z... {l 2p . 1Jl each Vf1'(u) ,1E , ... , n }. , 
Each Vi;' (u) , when nP -expanded, will be contained in~' 
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• I 
and in the corresponding nP -expansion of Apl c v{p (u) we 
have: 
~' = 1 + cS -(5/2 + ... + cS/2P, > 1 . 
Consider now the function 
u'= 
we know that: 
JJ gndlu' < JJ gndl U I and 
• I 
in the nP -expansion of Apl we have: 
n
2p 
u'> ~ t2 = }nlP = nP I 
with P arbitrarily large ... 
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In this section, we will deal with the pathological case in 
which the dimension d is 2 : and the (n.N) = (n.02) process of 
replacement is still mgulac. The value d=2 means that the 
limiting set an obtained i.n this case is not the boundary of a 
region n ; we will denote it by R. I Jl2(R.) :; 0 . 
We will assume also Int R :; Ql ; and we write: 
o 
o = 1im inf Int(np) ; 
i.e. the set of points x belonging to every lnt oP for all P>Px • 
for some Px EN. 
o 
OandR 
are non rampant; their non rampant sum will be denoted by 0 , i.e. 
o 
n=R+n 
see figUre (1) for an example. 
We will show now that the pathological case d=2 cannot be 
considered as resulting from a ~ar process of replacement in 
which oP c np+l for every pEN; and in which n is bounded. 
For let us suppose that this is the case: 
In the (n,N) process of replacement that gives nP from 
nP-l ,let us focus on only ~ segment s in the polygon clOp- 1 ; 
p.l(s) = 1/ti-1 , and let us denote by ip that subset of oP _Op-l 
whose boundary intersects the segment s. 
Now I there exists a constant c= c(O) such that 
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112 (i,) = C (!)2 . 
Since we are supposing the (n,N) process a regular one, this 
last equality holds for every peN . 
Then, in order to construct nP from nP-1 , the iteration of 
the (n,N) process adds to the area nP- 1 ,an area equal to c 1/n2p 
for ~ segment s in aop-1 ,that is, an area equal to 
11-1 c~ =~ ~ = ~ (.;)p =~ 
n1p N n2p N n1p N' 
independent of p . 
That means: 112(n p) ~ OJ when p ~ OJ ;contradicting the 
fact: n is bounded. 
In consequence, associated with any such segment s in 
aop- 1 there must exist a region ip c nP n cnP-1 (here cA 
means: the complement of the set A) and an ep c OP=1 0 cO~ as 
well. 
For instance, let us consider the simple case n=2, N=n2=4, 
as seen in ftgUl'e (2)(a). 
Then, the sets ip and ep are the triangles in cO
p
-
l and 
nP-1 ,respectively. as shown in figure (2)(b). We observe, in this 
example, that 112(ip) = 112(ep) ,and this is due to the fact that the 
shapes of both ip and ep are the same. 
Now we prove that this is a general situation: 
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LeDUl111 : If an is produced by a regular (n,N) = <n.n1) 
process. then 
For. suppose that 1l2(ip) > 1l2(ep) . Then, because of tbe 
regularity of tbe process, we would have different constants ci and 
ce such that, for every pEN we have: 
112 (i ) = c ( ! )2 
r p 1 rf 
212 ~ (ep ) = Ce (-p) 
n 
Then, 1l2(ip) > 1l2(ep) implies ci> ce . 
In order to construct n P from np- 1 we add to the area of 
nP-1 ,an area equal to c 1/n2 p for ~ ~gment ~ in anP-1: 
that is, as before. an area NP-l c 1/n2p = cIN .e,QdeJlt of p : 
again as before, that means 
1l2(OP) --+ 00 when p --+ ~ • 
but we restricted ourselves to bounded sets throughout. 
Now. in our previous example (n,N) = (n,n2) = (2,4) ,let us 
construct the first few nP ,for p = 0 I 1 .2 , as seen in figure (3). 
Notice. in figure (3)(b), that the triangle ABC is entirely 
contained in 0 1 , but then, in figure (3)(c). when constructing 0 2 
from 0 1 , ABC has been subdivided into four triangles. and only 
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the ce.ntral one A'O'e' is contained in 0 2 • 
Conversely, in figure (3)( c) the triangle AC'A' is entirely 
contained in the complement of 0 2 ; but in figure (3)(d) we see 
that it has been subdivided into four triangles ... only the centtal 
one in the complement of 0 3 . 
By the self similarity of the process, this situation is general, 
so, for a triangle like ABC , we will have, for succesive values of 
pEN, the situation described in ftgUre (4), (a), (b), and (c): we can 
seetbat 
and also 
6 6 
1im p.2(ExtOPnABC) = t P.2(ABC) 
P~DO 
We will prove, nen, that this is a general result. 
For brevity, let Ip and Ep denote the interior and exterior 
of nP respectively. 
Observation: Notice that, in our example, in which (n,N) = 
(n,n2) = (2,4) , we have 
o 
O=fd ; O=R . 
But, if we carry the same (2,4) process of replacement with an 
initial n° of six sides of unit length as shown in figure (1 lea), then 
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as seen in figure (l)(b); notice, for instance, in this figure, that the 
triangle ABC fulfills 
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Theorem 1 
Let Q = Q(l) be a square of side 1. Let 
Qc R . Then, 
1im ll?[Q(l)nIpl = c(0) 1l?[Q(l)l . 
p ... 00 
Proof : We begin by proving that : 
There exist constants ci > 0, ce > 0 ,and Po E ~ such that, 
for all p ~ Po we have: 
ll? [Q(l) nIp] 
J.l2[Q(1)] 
~ C. 1 
J.l2 [Q(I) n Epl 
J.l2 [Q(1)] ~ ce • 
It is enough to show the statement for Ip, since the treatment 
of the cases Ip and Ep is the same. 
When forming Ip+ 1 from Jp, in the general case, we add, 
non rampantly, an ip+l for every segment in anP --and remove 
M ep+l at the same time. 
If R c Q , then, by our lemma, we have: 
2 2 ~ [Ip+ 1 1 = ~ [Ip 1 , (l ) 
hence the value of ~ 2 [ Ip 1 is independent of p , and 
2 2 ~ [Ip+k n Q 1 = ~ [Ip n Q] for every kEN. 
Then we would have, for every p 
~ 2 [ Ip n Q ] ~ ~? [ Il ] (1 ') 
Md then, 
J.l2[JpnQ] J.l2[Jt] 
2 > 2 =c· 1 - 1 1 , 
and our claim would be proved. 
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Now, since we do not have Rc Q ,but Qc R ,we do not 
have the statement (I '), and must f1lld a sub~itute of it. 
We need some notation: 
Let M be a positive arbitrary constant; M» 1 ; let Po be 
so large as to insure 
di 1 1 am(ep ) -1 <2M 
o I-n 
where n is the integer in the (n,N) process of replacement. 
Let 
Q' =. Q(l-2~ ) = Q(1') C Q(1) 
the square center~d at the barycentre of Q , with sides parallel to 
the ones of Q; but with side l' < I . 
Now, for Po as above, let 
1° = I nor + ") it 
Po Po k7t Po 
wbere k E K implies: i Pok intersects both Q' and Q - QI . See 
figure (5) for the case of our previous example. 
We need to be remainded that, when defining rampant sums 
of sets, we said that the sets involved could be taken to be either 
open, closed, or neither. We will take the iPok to be closed, and 
the 
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Figure 5 
Figure 6 
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A. • k Ll.lli • an lQ 
o 
A. .k 
AU.l.1 • an 1 p. 
o 
... .kl 
... : an 1 p. + 1 o 
• kj 
1 
Po+j 
to be defined later will be closed as well. 
For brevity, we will describe this situation by saying that ~ 
iPok ~ adjacenttQ Q' . 
Next, we define: 
I 1 = I + () or + ~ i kl 
Po +1 Po 1 ~ 1 Po 
klE K 
where kt E Kt implies: 
• k1 • • kl and Q_Qr 
1po +1 Ultersects some 1po 
and we will say that the 
• Xl 1 
1Po+l ,k1EK 
are adjacent to the iPok , see figure (6) for our example. 
We iterate the process defining further 
X 
Ipo+x 
Observe that, by adding, non rampantly, at the stage k of 
the construction, all the 
iP:+k a1jacentto ip:~!_l 
we ensure: 
(2) 
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for every .le E ~ ,which is the statement analogous to (1 ') for the 
square Q'. 
All the squares that will be dealt with next, will be considered 
centered at the barycentre of Q , and with sides parallel to the ones 
of Q. 
Notice now that 
IpO cQU'+diam(ip )J c QU'+diam(ip ) 1 J c Q(1) = Q ; 
o 0 0 I-n-1 
also 
diam(i ) 
Ip: +1 c QU'+diam(i ) + p. 1 c QU'+diam(i) 1 1 
Po n Po I-n-t 
c Q(1) = Q ; 
and I in general 
1:
0 
+t c QU'+diam(ip) {I +l/n +1/n2 + ... +l/nk}] 
c QU'+diam(i ) 1 ] C Q ; 
Po I-n-1 
that is: 
then certainly, 
1:
0 
+k C Ipo +k nQ fa- evtry k E tJ (3) 
Now let us choose any pEN; p> Po. 
For some kEN we have: p = Po + k. Using (3) we have: 
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",?(Ip nQ> = ",?(Ipo+k nQ> ~ J.l.2(I:o+k > 
and using (2) we have: 
and this constant 
t2 
is independent of p , and it is strictly positive ( there is certainly at 
least one such i Po contained in Q' ,and O:f 11.1 [iPo1 < 
~2 [ I pon Or] ; in fact Qr contains of the order of NPo of such 
sets i Po ). 
1f we let 
we have 
which is our claim. 
In order to prove that 
1im 112 lip nQ(1)1 
p-+ 00 12 
exists, we have to prove that the sequence 
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is a Cauchy sequence. 
Let £ > 0 be arbitrary, we will find Po E N such that 
I ~ -~ol < £ fer evtry P~Po . 
We will choose «< sup {ci; 1; 12} 
Let Q" = Q(1") c Q = Q(I) I as before, be a squarecentered 
where Q is, its sides parallel to the sides of Q; and let 
112 [Q-Q"] E 
2 <!3. 1 
Let Po be such that 
1 {d·· d· } 1 -1" sup lam(lp ); lam( ep ) < -2 . I-n-1 0 0 
For any set S such that Q" c S c Q we denote 
11211p nSJ 
Bp = Bp( S) = 2 • 
1 
Then 
I A -B (S) I ~ 112 [Q-Q"I < £/3 (1) 
.&1> p e 
for every set S such that Q" c S c Q and for every p ~ Po . 
Now. for each P> Po ,we have p = Po + k ,for some le E 
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tI. and we will choose S, Qf! C Se Q as follows: 
k 
S = 1Po+k 
of our claim. Then. again, 
I B -B I < tJ? [Q_Qul < €'(3 
P Po 12 I 
and then. remembering (1), we have: 
I~-~ol ~I~-Bpl + I Bp-BPol +IBPo-~ol <3.E./3=c. 
CoroUmy : 
Let us assume the hypotheses of theorem 1. 
Under mild condition imposed on the formation of the nP • pEN. 
we can calculate the corunnt of theorem 1. Namely, let us consider 
the ep and the ip as~. and let us assume that no i j (or el ) 
can intersect h.Qth an ;, and an ip at the same time, for the same 
p; and that 
tJ.1(o(Ip+2 nEp)noEp) = 0 for every pEtJ (1) 
see figure (7) for an example. 
Let us now calculate 
1im tJ.2UpnQ(I)1 
p-+ 00 
1im lJ.2 [EpnQ(1)1 p-+ 00 
( we know, by our cl~, that both limits are different from zero). 
For brevity. let us·assume the size of Q normalized so that 
1= 1 . 
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Let c be sufficiently small, i.e. 
c «sup {1im ~ 2 ( Ep n Q) ; lint I-I? ( Ip n Q)} ; c < < 1 = 1 . 
poot 00 poot 00 
Let, as before, Qf == Q (I') C Q be such that 
IJ?[Q-Q'] 
2 «c· 1 
Then, by estimating 
lint ~2 [EpnQ] and tirn ~2 lip nQ] by 
poot 00 p~ 00 
1im ~2 [Ep nS] and 1im~? IIp nS] 
poot 00 poot 00 
for any set S such that Q' c S c Q ,we would be working with 
an arbitrarilY- good approximation. 
Let p be, as before, such that 
{di . di } I-I' sup am(lp); am( ep.> «T ' 
and, for brevity, assume that Ep and Ip denote Ep n Q and 
Ip n Q in the remainder of this proof. 
Then, with that arbitrarily good approximation we have: 
Ep = Ip+l nEp + Ip+2 n Ep+l n Ep + ... 
Let us consider, first, Ip + 1 () Ep . For that purposse, we 
consider each ip+ 1 n Ep , if being the number of segments in 
# . 
alp. Then we have N of such i'p+1 n Ep and therefore 
21 E: vr# 2· ~ [ p+ 1 n p) ~ l~ ~ ltp+ 1) • 
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Let Nf be the number of segments in eJi p+ 1 n E p which 
are contai ned in Int Ell: and consider next I p + 2 () E p + 1 () E p 
by focussing again on the different ip+ 2 contained i? E p+ 1 n E p' 
The sets ip+2 associated with each of those NI segments (in 
the boundary of ip+l included in lot Ep) will be contained in F" 
(and, of course, in Ep+l ); and we will have Ni N# of those; and 
the other sets ip+2 nQt associated with those Ni segments, will be 
contained in Ip ,and, therefore, we are nQt interested in them. 
Therefore, 
Next, let us consider 
Ip+3 n Ep+2 n EP+l n Ep J 
also by focussing in different ip+ 3 stemming from segments in the 
boundary of the iP+2 considered above. 
Now, for such an i p+2' we know that 
111 [a(ip+2) n aEp] = 0 
by condition (1), and therefore that ip+2 is entirely cOJltained in 
Int ep ~er lYith its boundac)!, (except perhaps for some end 
points of a segment in the boundary): see figure (7) for our 
example. 
Also, by the regularity of the fractal pro~ess, 11 segments of 
its boundary are also in Int Ep+ 1 . ; 
Therefore, these ~ sets ip+3 asSOciated with this particular 
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ip+2 are in Int Ep ; in lnt Ep+l : and, of course, in ~2 : and we 
have exactly Ni of them for each of the ~ N# sets ip+2 
considered, i.e. we have N#( Ni )2 of sets i p+3 considered. 
Therefore 
2 ,.,# . 2 2 . 11 IIp+3 n Ep+2 n Ep+ 1 n Ep] = .N- fNl ] 11 Itp+3 ] = 
~N2i 2. 
2 2 11 Itp+ 1 ] (n ) 
The regularity of the fractal process allows us to iterate this 
result to obtain, finally: 
c~ 1 
[nP+ t]2 1-1'1/n2 
In a similar manner 
2 c~ 1 
11 ,lip nQ] = [nP+1)2 1-~/n2 
where ~ is similarly defined. 
Therefore 
~2 [Jp nQ] 
1l2lEpnQ] 
hence, the corollary follows. 
Now we can prove: 
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TlJeore.tIl 2 : 
Let Un be a neighborhood of the clausure of 
n. Let f E L I(Un) . Then, there is a constant c E (0,.1) such 
that 
Proof: 
p~Ifr = JJr + cJJr 
nP 0 R. 
n 
There exists p'E N such that 
p> p' implies nP C Un 
For the remainder of the proof we will restrict ourselves to p > p' . 
Let us now suppose that there exists c E (0, 1) such that 
lim If r = JJ r + c JJ r (1) 
p-+oo nP 0 R. 
n 
for evety simple function f E L I(Un) . Then, the theorem is true 
for every function f E L I(Un) , with the same constant c of (1): 
for,let £ > 0 be arbitrary, and, given f E L1(Un) ,choose a 
simple function f , such that 
11 f-fll 1 < E;3 ~(Un) 
Then 
1im 11 r - tim 11 f ~ £ p-+ 00 P-+ IX) 
nP nP 
It remains to prove the theorem for simple functions. But, 
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since a simple function is but a linear combination of characteristic 
functions of squares, then it is enough to prove the theorem for 
characteristic function of squares. 
Let, then :x Q be such a function, Q is a square. By 
subdividing, if necessary, the square Q in smaller ones Qi we can 
ensure: either 
Qi eR, er Qi en, er Qi c a:r -rR + 0] = .r -0 = E 
and let us denote the corresponding indeces i, j , le I and Jet us 
group them as belonging to the corresponding sets of indeces 
I . 10 . and I 
R.' n' E • 
Hence, 
Then, 
2: 1im ~l? [(1 n Q.] + ~ 1im J.l2 loP nOt] 
. I p-+oo J kE p-+oo • JE 0 E 
S1 
Now, when p -7 00 we have: 
Qi c R implies that we can apply Theorem I, and 
1im J.l? roP n Qi ] = c~? ( Qi) pot 00 
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Qj C (} impliE5 
that for p big enough ( and with a convenient subdivision of Q ) 
we will have: Qj c n P ,and then 
p? lOP n Qj ] = ~ 2 (Qj ) ; 
and similarly. Ok c E implies that. for p big enough we will 
have 
Then, 
Qk n n P = $6 ,tha-t.foce 
~2[OPnQt]=o' . 
lint JJ "Y~ = C ~ p? lQ.] + 2: ~2 lQ.] = 
P ... DO <IV. 1 J P lE I. jEJo n n 
c U i~R~1 + JJ j*A~j -
n 
c JJ 1Q + JJ 1Q 
R. o 
n 
since we have: 
Finally, notice that, when the dimension dE ( 1,2) , we can 
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write: 
Let us define, then, for our case d = 2 , 
JJf=~ JJf ; JJf=~JIf 
nt (nP1t n nP 
and let us now calculate our quotient QE ( f) of the Rellich 
theorem for, say, f. 1. We obtain 
1im ~?[(np)£] 
("£ f _ p ... 00 
'{ ( ) - ':-lim-' ~2:--n-p -~ ( ) 
p ... IX) 
If we consider p so big as to ensure diam ( i P ) < £ and 
diam ( e P ) < .: we have: 
which tends to c p. 2 ( R ) + C I £ 2 - d , using our theorems, and d 
being here the dimeJlsion of 
o 
an. 
Therefore 
C~2(R.) re #v --=-----_ 
c ~2(R) +:~2(n ) 
notice that this result is given by our fonner value of c E 2 - cS when 
d = 2 ... 
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Classical results on P.D.E. acting on functions defined on a 
bounded region R ,need the smoothtless of the boundary dR , not 
only because they need to apply the Rellich theorem (of course), 
but also, for instance, the Sobolev extension theorem; classical texts 
onP.D.E.,like Agmon's, actually state both theorems at the 
beginning. 
As commented in the Introduction, hard analysis may use the 
smoothness of oR also at many a stage of any proof, while soft 
analysis tends to work in an abstract space of operators, needing the 
smoothness of dR only in order to apply concrete theorems--like 
ReUkh's or Sobolev's. An example of this last type of work is 
Beals's Ul. In fact, Beals U] needs smoothness on the boundary of 
the regions he works with, because, in that paper, he uses both the 
classical Rellich theorem and the theorem of extension of Sobolev. 
The theorem of enension of Sobolev states that. if the 
boundary of a bounded region R is very smooth, and if ReS, S 
a square I then we can extend a function f supported in. R to a 
function f' supported in. S. The fUJlction f' has the same degree 
of LPk-smoothness as f: and the norms of both functions are 
comparable. 
In this thesis we have extended the theorem of Rellich to include regions 
with (Ieguiar> ftactal boundartes, ... OOt we will probably not be able to extend 
the theorem of extension of Sobolev to include 
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fractal boundaries. since it is easy to find smooth functions f 
supported in the open region n . an a regular fractal. that will 
not even admit a smooth extension f' supported in cl.n. 
When we examine the work we have been quoting, we see 
that the theorem of extension is used in tbe following way: an 
ortbonormai basis for L 22(R) • for L
2
1(R) and for L
2(R) is 
needed. with certain specific properties. Now,if R were a square. 
the standard buis of sines and cosines would certainly have those 
needed properties. So the argument goes as follows: the region R 
(with smooth boundary) is placed inside a square S ,and the 
fUnctions in L 22(R) • iJl L21(R) and in L2(R) are extended to 
fun.cti01lS in S • with the same degree of mloot1111ess and 
comparable norm ... , so the standard basis for the square S will 
now work for R. 
In short, we assimilate R to the square S in a standard way 
in which we caMot possibly assimilate n , an a fractal. This is a 
ftrSt problem. 
Now, the work quoted above is concerned with an 
estimation of the distribution of the eigenvalues of an elliptic 
operator actiog on functions defUled 011 R. This means that the 
standard argument just desaibed reduces the study of the feneral 
ease of R to the case of a square. 
Notice, though. that the distribution of the eigenvalues just 
referred to. changes dramatically with an alteration of the shape of 
oR ... so, in a way. with that sandard argument. we are Sssimilating 
the study of ~ different (amOtlg themselves) cases to the case of 
the square. This is a second problem. 
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A way out of both problems has been foWld to be the 
following: To forget about that square and to construct a basis 
(witb those convenient properties) for L22(R) • L21<n) and 
L2(n) I an a fractal; ... and, in general: To devise a technique to 
constructbasesfor L22(R) ,L
2
1(R) and L
2(R) (forregi01lS R 
for which clR is smooth) which will have different properties for 
different shapes of different CtR --that is, that will discriminate 
among different shapes of aR. 
The technique is as follows: 
Let us take, as an example, the n depicted in page 51: a Minkowski 
sausage of dimension d - logS/log3. Such an n can be seen as a 
non rampant sum of infulite squares Si of decreasing size. 
In each square s;;; ~ we construct the orthonormal basis for 
L 2 2(S) I L 21(S) and L 2(S) which is based on the two fwlctions 
siJl(1lX'JI/ a, and cos( (11+; )X'JI/ a) ,where a is the side of the square 
s we ste working on. 
Notice that the functions in this basis are ~ in the boundary 
of s. Therefore, we can extend these functions to the rest of n 
with the value zero, and we have them 110W def'med in all of n. 
Repeating the same procedure with any other square ~ , and 
collecting all those functions defined on n (and associated with 
each of the original squares Si ), we obtain a complete OlthOJlormal 
basis for L2(O) and L21(O). Let us observe, though, that these 
functions are not in L 22(0) : they do not have L22(O)-smootbness 
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at the boundary of the square 5 in which they originated. 
The nen step is, therefore, to take the functions originated in 
each square 5, and modified them (inside s) near the boundary of 
S t so that the modified futlctiOllS tend to zero (when approaching 
as ) with the necessary degree of smoothness. 
If the modification of the functions is slight enOl1lh. the new 
set of functions is still a complete basis for at1 those Sobolev spaces. 
But that basis is not orth011onnal any more, for the scalar 
prodUct of two such modified functions (if !'j) based in the same 
square will not be ze.ro ... But if the latter is small enough, i.e. if 
(fi .fJ');;:~' . is small enough for every i and every j ,then we can 
""i,.J 
introduce the concept of a "quasi-orthonormallt basis, and prove 
that it bas, essentially, the properties that we need- -e.g. ,the 
properties (of the SWldard basis) that were needed in 111. 
By having now the t. . not equal to zero, we have 
l .. J 
introduced an encumbrance: it takes longer to prove results working 
with this new buis. But we gaia an advantage: its properties allow 
us to discriminate between differettt shapes of aR (aR smooth). 9Jld 
- -with another 190 pages which we thought it better not to include 
with this thesis--we can also prove and enend new results for 
regions n I an a fracta!; ... e.g. the results in 111, and a certain 
dependence of the results in (1] Ott the dimension of an . 
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